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ABSTRACT: Topsi, Famox F1, Corox F1 and Altox F1 radish cultivars were grown in controlled 20 and 
12oC cabinets and they were subjected to 0, 33, 66 and 100% depletion of peat moss available water 
capacity (AWC). The objective of this trail was to follow the output: input of Fe, Cu, Ca, Mg and K 
homeostasis in roots, leaves and growing media. The obtained results revealed that 12oC was more 
favouable than 20oC for radish mineral accumulation. Iron accumulation in radish leaves were significantly 
higher than that accumulated in storage roots of radish grown under 20oC (107.56%) and 12oC 
(155.51%). Radish grown under 12oC extracted more iron from peat than radish grown under 20oC. 
Copper accumulation in leaves of radish grown under 12oC substantially exceeded that accumulated in 
leaves of 20oC radish by 258.58%. Calcium accumulation in leaves of radish was higher than that 
accumulated in roots under both temperatures. Moreover, calcium accumulation in leaves of radish grown 
under 12oC bypassed that of 20oC radish leaves by 139.99%. Magnesium accumulation was 31.32% 
higher in leaves of radish grown under 12oC than that accumulated in leaves of 20oC radish. The highest 
potassium was deposited in radish roots and leaves of radish grown under 20oC which substantially 
bypassed that of 12oC by 13.4 and 7.48%, respectively. 0 AWC% depletion highly exceeded 66AWC% 
(16.73%) and 100AWC% (52.46%) iron accumulation.  Apparent  differences  were  observed  in Copper 
deposited in radish leaves where the highest  (4.5236 µg g-1) was confined to 0AWC% depletion which 
substantially exceeded 33%AWC (171.93%), 66%AWC (54.57%) and 100%AWC  (153.28%). The highest 
calcium content of leaves (2.47991%) was coincided with 0AWC% treatment and in calcium left in peat 
moss at harvesting time. which was profoundly exceeded 33%AWC% (23.01%), 66% AWC (25.86%) and 
wilt treatment by 32.18%.  Magnesium accumulation in roots increased significantly at 33% AWC depletion 
which apparently exceeded 0%AWC (17.14%) and 100%AWC (21.53%) and insignificantly by passed 
66%AWC. Potassium accumulated in roots was attended its maximum 9.2861% in radish grown under 
66%AWC depletion. Wilted radish substantially reduced K content in roots as compared to 0%AWC 
(24.68%), 33%AWC (25.84%) and 66%AWC (26.59%). Wilting treatments significantly increased leaf 
content of K on the account of root. The superiority of Altox F1 over other investigated cultivars. It 
substantially exceeded Corox F1 (11.81%), Famox F1 (24.76%) and Topsi (57.35%) in term of iron 
deposited in storage roots. Altox F1 gave the highest leaves content of calcium which substantially 
exceeded Topsi (13.465%), FamoxF1 also showed superiority over Topsi by 11.41%. Therefore, cultivars 
can be categorized according to their mineral absorbing capabilities as follow: Altox F1> Corox F1> Famox 
F1>Topsi. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Proper nutrition is the basic need of every living organism. There are now 17 elements which are considered 
essential for plants to complete their life cycle. These essential plant nutrients are divided into two categories; 
macronutrients and micronutrients. Macronutrients include carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N), 
phosphorus (P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg) and sulfur (S). Micronutrients are zinc (Zn), copper 
(Cu), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), boron (B), molybdenum (Mo), chlorine (Cl) and nickel (Ni). Although silicon (Si) 
is not essential, it is considered as a beneficial plant nutrient. These plant nutrients are not only required for better 
plant growth and development, but also helpful to alleviate different kinds of abiotic stresses like drought stress. 
Plants have developed a wide range of adaptive and resistance mechanisms to maintain productivity and ensure 
survival under a variety of environmental stress conditions. In ceasing evidence suggesting that mineral-nutrient 
status of plants plays a critical role in increasing plant resistance to environmental stress factors (Marschner, 
1995). 
  As the plant continues to lose water via transpiration, water is drawn from root cells resulting in shrinkage of cell 
membranes and results in decreased integrity of the cell membrane and the living cell may be destroyed. Drought 
stress inhibits photosynthesis in plants by closing stomata and damaging the chlorophyll contents and 
photosynthetic apparatus. It disturbs the balance between the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 
the antioxidant defense, causing accumulation of ROS which induces oxidative stress to proteins, membrane 
lipids and other cellular component (Waraich et al., 2011). Optimal nutrition and most favourable soil tillage greatly 
affect water circulation within plants, which is a highly effective method of combating drought. Under low nutrient 
concentrations in soil, plants have to absorb more water to be able to take up the same amount of mineral nutrients 
for their metabolism than they would from soil with satisfactory fertility. On the other hand, in conditions of lacking 
soil moisture, plants are unable to get optimal amounts of nutrients, which have negative effects on the overall 
condition of plants, especially their growth and fruit quality. Despite the internal resistance of the plants to drought 
stress, the detrimental effects of drought can be minimized by adequate and balanced supply of mineral nutrients. 
Increasing evidence suggests that mineral-nutrient status of plants plays a critical role in increasing plant 
resistance to drought stress (Marschner, 1995). 
   
Temperature influences the composition of plant tissues during growth and development. The total available heat 
and the extent of low and high temperatures are the most important factors determining growth rate, chemical 
composition and consequently the yield of horticultural crops (Bonhomme, 2000; Lee and Kader, 2000). Quagliotti 
(1967) reported that growth during the early development stage of  root crops such as radish was reduced when 
plants were subjected to warmer temperatures a week after seeding, indicating that there is a sensitive period to 
warm temperature in the early growth stage of radish. Diurnal variations in temperature regimes were used, the 
tallest plants during first few weeks were produced at the 28/20°C treatment, but as the season progressed the 
tallest plants for both cultivars were produced at 24/10°C. In the same period and in most case carrot plants at 
the 15/5°C did not differ significantly from the 24/10°C treatment. Numerous researchers also reported on the 
positive effect of cooler temperatures on plant height for other crops such as radish (Suzuki, 1978) and sugar beet 
(Ulrich, 1954). The objective of this study was to evaluate the responses of five radish cultivars subjected to 
varying temperatures in controlled cabinets to Fe, Cu, Ca, Mg and K input: output of homeostasis. 
 
Materials and methods 
This experiment was conducted in controlled growth cabinets at Institute Fur Gartenbauliche Produckions 
Systeme, Biologie, Liebniz Universitat; Hannover, Germany. The objective of this trail was to evaluate the 
responses of four radish (Raphanus sativus L. var. sativus) cultivars namely Topsi, Famox F1, Corox F1 and Altox 
F1 to two varying (12 and 20 oC) temperatures and four varying water availabilities (0, 33, 66 and 100% depletion 
from the available water capacity AWC).   
   Untreated seeds of the evaluated cultivars were produced Verschliessung in 2013-2014, EG-Norm 
Standardsaatgnt DE 08-9387st. These cultivars can perform storage root of 2.5-2.75 mm diameter. Lots number 
of Topsi RA0002CTP (T) was 01972-007,   Famox F1 RA4798CTP (F) was 00013-001, Corox F1 was 07110-000 
(C) and Altox F1 (A) was 00212-007. 
                                                                              Experimental Design  
Split plot with in Factorial Complete Randomized Block Design (S F-CRBD) was chosen for this trail where Factor 
(A) was represented by cabinet temperature of 20 0C (a1) and cabinet temperature 12 oC (a2). Factor (B) was 
represented by four water availabilities, sustain peat moss moisture at and below field capacity 0 AWC% depletion 
(b1), 33% AWC depletion (b2), 66% AWC depletion (b3) and wilting point, 100% AWC depletion (b4). Factor (C) 
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was represented by four radish cultivars namely Topsi (c1), Famox F1 (c2), Corox F1 (c3) and Altox F1 (c4). 
Therefore, 32 treatments were included in this trail each was replicated four times with 18 plants for a replicate. 
Cultural practices 
Experiment was conducted in two cabinets radish cultivars in the first cabinet (figure, M1) were subjected to 
controlled temperature 120C, while the second (figure, M2) radish cultivars were exposed to controlled 
temperature 20oC. Therefore, 176 plastic trays dedicated to 128 trays for investigation, besides 48 guard trays, 
each tray contain 18 cells of 5.4749732831g dry peat moss. Trays were filled with peat moss and were taken to 
the controlled cabinets (Figures, M1, and M2) then trays were set according to the above proposed statistical 
design. Trays were brought up to field capacity on December 9th 2013, and then one seed was sown in each cell. 
15 days from sowing undesired plants were replaced by transplants from guard trays to maintain uniformity and 
then these transplants were substituted by seedling grown in separate plastic plates. Immediately, after 
transplanting plants were brought to field capacity and irrigation schedule was commenced according to AWC% 
depletion adopting weighing methods with 2 decimal electrical balances. A compound fertilizer type 2 Mega 
special composed of Macro nutrients NPK (Mg), 16-6-26(3,4) Magnesium and possesses micro nutrients precisely 
0.02% B, 0.04% water soluble CU, 0.04% EDTA Cu, 0.1% water soluble Fe, 0.1% EDTA and EDHHA Fe, 0.05% 
water soluble Mn, 0.05% EDTA Mn, 0.01% water soluble Mo and 0.01% water soluble Zn, 0.01% EDTA Zn, EDTA 
with pH 3, 11 and EDHHA with pH 1 and 10. Plants were fertilized four times on 11, 20, 28 and 32 days after 
sowing by dissolving 5g.l-1 in irrigation water. 
 

  
 
  
  Roots, leaves, peat moss at sowing and peat moss at harvesting were oven dried at 50oC for 73hrs then, samples 
were powdered in hood by grinder type (Reffsch-Muhle) thereafter, samples of 0.2 g were incinerated to ash at 
500oCby (Nbertherm, Muffle). Ashes were dissolved in 4ml 10% HCl, filtered and minerals were measured by 
atomic absorption type (Pepkin Elmer 1100B). 
 
Results and Discussion 
1. Temperatures 
A. Iron 
The obtained result (table, R1) revealed that iron accumulation in radish leaves were significantly higher than that 
accumulated in storage roots of radish grown under 20oC (107.56%) and 12oC (155.51%). Radish grown under 
12oC extracted more iron from peat than radish grown under 2oC. These results suggested that 12oC was more 
suitable for radish growth and it required more iron to sustain the physiological metabolism in leaves than that of 
roots. Fe function in cyclic ATP in photosynthesis photo reaction since it constitutes the active site of ferrodoxin. 
Close results were reported in  in previous work where Fe concentration in tops was increases up to 2mg B L-1 
treatment then decreases with increasing B levels, while maximum Fe concentration in roots was recorded at 
0.25mg B L-1  in the nutrient solution. Similarly the highest Fe uptake occurred in tops at 0.5 mg B L-1 , and in 
roots at 0.25mg BL-1 then gradually decreased with each increment of added B, because of reduced plant growth 
and smaller root size, as affected by B toxic conditions. It is evident from the results of Fe concentration and 
uptake that higher levels of B antagonized Fe absorption, which seems to be related to a reduced ratio of Mn/Fe 
in plant tops and roots (Tariq and Mott, 2006). However, it can be concluded and agreed with the literature that B 
is involved in the interaction of Mn-Fe in plants (Singh et al., 1990 and Alvarez-Tinaut et al., 1979).  These results 
might be attributed to the role of Fe in photosynthesis pigments and their synthesis. The amount of all Chlorophyll 
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protein complexes declined in strong correlation with the iron content of leaves both in Fe deficient and Cd treated 
plants. The slope of the curves as the function of Fe content was the steepest for PSI and the slightest for PSII. 
The decreased accumulation of complexes may be connected with inhibition of their synthesis/stabilization 
(Horvath et al. 1996, Sarvari et al. 1999) or due to their Cd induced degradation. Cd affected LHCII accumulation 
by reducing the steady-state level of Lhcb transcripts in bean (Tziveleka et al. 1999). Moreover, inhibition of its 
oligomerisation was shown in radish cotyledons due to the altered content of trans-∆3-hexadecenoic acid (Krupa, 
1988). Leaf chlorosis caused by iron deficient plants was attributed to the role of iron on organic acid 
accumulations. McGeorge (1949) found increases in citric acid in Fe-deficient leaves of different plant species. 
Iljin (1951) reported increases in organic acids such as citric and malic in expressed leaf sap of moderately 
chlorotic leaves of several plant species with respect to the controls. In severely chlorotic leaves, citric acid in leaf 
sap increased with respect to the green controls, whereas malic acid decreased. These early data are difficult to 
interpret quantitatively because analytical techniques used then were not very specific. Also, the basis used to 
express the data by Iljin (1951), mg of organic acids per g dry weight of expressed sap, makes difficult to convert 
those data into currently used concentration units. De Kock and Morrison (1958) found that Fe deficiency in 
mustard decreased total leaf citrate and malate concentrations, resulting in increases in the citrate: malate ratios. 
Increases in leaf citrate concentrations were later found in Macadamia (Gilfillan and Jones, 1968). Leaf malate 
increased in Macadamia (Gilfillan and Jones, 1968). 
 
B. Copper 
Copper accumulation in leaves of radish grown under 12oC substantially exceeded that accumulated in leaves of 
20oC radish by 258.58%. However, profound difference was not detected in root copper lose to that between both 
applied temperatures. In general, the sum of copper accumulation in root was resembled to that accumulated in 
leaves. These results confirmed the superiority of 12oC for growing radish as compared to 20oC (Table, R1). 
Copper role in plant metabolism depends upon its ambient concentrations where low concentration is essential 
for electron transport enzymes in mitochondria and chloroplasts. Therefore, micro molar concentrations of Cu 
were shown even to enhance callus formation and the regeneration of plants from the callus in Sorghum (Nirwan 
and Kothari, 2003). 10 µM CuSO4 induced an increase of protein synthesis and promoted callus propagation in 
Nicotiana glauca (Taddei et al., 2007). However, Cu in concentrations higher than 50 M significantly inhibited 
callus growth and shoot regeneration in Nicotiana tabacum (Gori et al., 1998). Copper (Cu) is an essential 
micronutrient for plants (Marschner, 1995; Yruela, 2009). Due to its redox properties, copper is an indispensable 
component of many of the metallo enzymes that are involved in a variety of metabolic pathways, predominantly 
those accompanied by redox processes (Marschner, 1995; Yruela, 2005; Maksymiec, 2007).  However, in the 
past decades, Cu has emerged as one of the major environmental pollutants because of its extensive use in many 
industrial and agricultural applications (Graedel et al., 2004; Bouazizi et al., 2011). The exposure to elevated Cu 
concentrations causes a range of deleterious effects in plants, such as inhibition of photosynthetic and respiratory 
activity, inhibition of pigment biosynthesis and damage to membrane permeability (Fernandes and Henriques, 
1991; De Vos et al., 1991). In consequence, Cu exposure results in a profound reduction in growth rates and 
biomass production (Ouzounidou, 1994; Malec et al., 2009). High copper rate in crops production is usually 
emerged from fungicides containing copper which imparts Cu toxicity as an heavy metal. Since, it induces the 
production of cell oxidants (Abdel, 2014). It is commonly accepted that oxidative stress plays an important role in 
copper toxicity to plants (Maksymiec, 1997; Gill and Tuteja, 2010). The synthesis of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS), comprising both free radical (O2

•−; OH•; OH2 •) and non-radical (H2O2) forms, is observed in plants under 
Cu-induced stress (Dra et al., 2004). ROS formation leads eventually to cellular damage, metabolic disorders and 
accelerated senescence processes (Apel and Hirt, 2004). Particularly, the ROS induced oxidation of lipids is 
destructive for biological membranes. This process generates large quantities of MDA (Malone dialdehyde), which 
is commonly used as an indicator of lipid peroxidation (LPO) (Apel and Hirt, 2004). In order to overcome oxidative 
stress, plants have developed two main antioxidant defense mechanisms, which can be classified as non-
enzymatic and enzymatic systems. Among the plant enzymes involved in antioxidant cell-defense responses the 
superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT) and peroxidases (POX) were found to be specifically activated by 
exposure to elevated Cu concentrations ( Jaleel et al., 2009). 
C. Calcium 
Calcium accumulation in leaves of radish was higher than that accumulated in roots under both temperatures. 
Moreover, calcium accumulation in leaves of radish grown under 12oC bypassed that of 20oC radish leaves by 
139.99%. Contradictory results were obtained in calcium accumulation in roots of radish where higher calcium 
17.702% was detected at 20oC as compared to roots of 12oC (table, R1). Plants growing with adequate Ca in their 
natural habitats have shoot Ca concentrations between 1 and 5 % dry weight (Marschner, 1995). These values 
reflect both Ca availability in the environment and the contrasting Ca requirements of different plant species. 
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Calcium deficiency is rare in nature, but may occur in soils with low base saturation and/or high levels of acidic 
deposition (McLaughlin and Wimmer, 1999). The obtained results raised an interesting phenomenon; from 
speculation calcium accumulation should be higher in radish grown under 20oC owing to the higher 
evapotranspiration as compared to radish grown under 12oC.  Since calcium and boron movements through xylem 
which is completely dependent upon evapotranspiration.  Calcium deficiency occurs because Ca cannot be 
mobilized from older tissues and redistributed via the phloem. This forces the developing tissues to rely on the 
immediate supply of Ca in the xylem, which is dependent on transpiration (Bekreij et al., 1992).  It seems that 
radish absorption of calcium is highly dependent on calcium implication in cell metabolism and cell components 
not only dependent on transpiration. Therefore, when calcium is highly consumed there may be absorption 
increases and this usually occurs under optimal growth temperature. In carrots, strength was higher at 10°C than 
at 20°C. Temperature equivocally influenced the relationship between water status and strength in radish, but a 
reduction of temperature from 20°C to 10°C led to a significantly increased apparent elastic modulus in almost 
mature tubers. In carrots, the temperature effect on strength was mediated by cell wall properties and not by water 
status. Temperature effects on produce texture highly depended on overall tissue structure, the stage of 
development and the duration of the temperature treatment. In the rapidly growing radishes the stage of 
development partially masks any temperature response, but led to an increase in strength while stiffness declined 
(Herppich et al., 2005). 
D. Magnesium 
Magnesium accumulation was 31.32% higher in leaves of radish grown under 12oC than that accumulated in 
leaves of 20oC radish. Insignificant calcium differences were detected in roots and peat of the two applied 
temperatures (table, R1). These results suggested that chlorophyll contents of radish and grown under 12oC was 
greater in relation to 20oC and that what was observed. Mg role as the central atom of the Chlorophyll molecule 
is perhaps the best known function of Mg in plants which it is associated with the development of leaf chlorosis, 
typically interval, under Mg deficiency stress. 6 and 35% of the total Mg may be bound in the chloroplasts of the 
plant. Radish is usually accumulating high quantity of Ca is a mark of rooty vegetables which may compete Mg 
absorption, particularly under optimal growth temperature. Magnesium deficiency can be induced, however, not 
only by a direct lack of Mg but also by the presence of competing cations that prevent Mg uptake, such as Ca2+ 
in calcareous soils; H+ , NH4+ and Al3+ in acidic soils and Na+ in saline soils (Mengel and Kirkby, 2001; Shaul, 
2002). An increasing body of evidence indicates that Mg plays a fundamental role in phloem export of 
photosynthates from the source to the sink organs, and its deficiency results in dramatic increases in accumulation 
of carbohydrates in the source leaves (Cakmak et al., 1994; Marschner et al., 1996). 
E. Potassium 
The highest potassium was deposited in radishes in roots and leaves of radish grown under 20oC which 
substantially bypassed that of 12oC by 13.4 and 7.48%, respectively. It seems that radish severely exhausted 
potassium from the media, particularly these which were grown under 20oC, since it reduced peat potassium 
content by 15.14% when compared to that of 12oC. Close results were reported by Beverly (1984) they found that 
the K concentration in radish leaves ranged from 4.5% to 6.4% across all experiments, consistently above the 
critical concentration of 2.0% proposed by others. The initial soil test levels ranged from 20 to 102 mg K/dm3 

(Sanchez et al., 1991). The higher accumulation of potassium in radish grown under 20oC were due the high 
growth rate and evapotranspiration which exposed plants to drought stress under 20oC as compared to 12oC 
where plant required potassium to accommodate cytoplasmic pH for better enzyme performance There is 
increasing evidence that plants suffering from environmental stresses like drought have a larger internal 
requirement for K (Cakmak and Engels, 1999). Environmental stress factors that enhance the requirement for K 
also cause oxidative damage to cells by inducing formation of ROS, especially during photosynthesis (Bowler et 
al., 1992; Elstner and Osswald, 1994; Foyer et al., 1994). 
 
 

Table (R1). Mineral homeostasis (µg.g-1 and %) in radish grown in controlled cabinets under varying 
temperatures. (*).figures of unshared characters are significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

Treatment
s 
 

Fe µg g-1 Cu µg g-1 Ca % Mg % K % 

20oC 12oC 20oC 12oC 20oC 12oC 20oC 12oC 20oC 12oC 

Root 
A 
37.548 

B 35.041 A 2.5951 A 2.1791 
A 
0.80306 

B 
0.68228 

A 
0.54058 

A 
0.59585 

A 9.2991 B 8.2000 
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Leaves 
B 
78.019 

A 89.543 B 1.8641 A 3.5858 
B 
1.77233 

A 
2.39897 

B 
0.84032 

A 
1.10347 

A 7.7928 B 7.2500 

Peat 
A 
912.35 

B 666.81 A 27.075 A 26.683 
A 
2.02075 

A 
1.93881 

A 
0.38636 

A 
0.39384 

B 1.7498 A 2.0148 

 
2. Irrigation levels 
A. Iron 
Iron distribution results (Table, R2) revealed that 0% AWC depletion did not differ significantly with 33AWC% and 
highly exceeded 66AWC% (16.73%) and 100AWC% (52.46%) in roots. Whereas, in leaves iron 0, 33 and 
66AWC% gave resemble results. They profoundly exceeded 100AWC% by 10.94, 16 and 10.62%, respectively. 
The highest residual iron in peat (997.36 µg g-1 ) was confined to 66AWC%  which highly exceeded all other 
irrigation levels. These results suggested that radish required more iron for sustaining leaves performance and 
their metabolism than roots. Additionally, deposited iron in both roots and leaves manifested gradual reductions 
as water availabilities reduced, particularly under wilting level of irrigation. The reasonable interpretation for this 
satiation is that iron possesses high potency for formation complex crystal under low moisture and thus being 
unavailable for absorption (Abdel, 2011). 
  Iron deficiency in roots led to disturbance in cell metabolism through the enhancement of CO2   fixation, synthesis 
of organic acid, lowering plasma membrane pH. It was found that enhanced assimilation of bicarbonate occurred 
not only in the presence of Ca carbonate, but also when Fe shortage occurred in the absence of carbonate. 
Several reports have confirmed that Fe-deficient roots show an increased CO2 fixation (Bienfait, 1989; Landsberg, 
1986; Rabotti et al., 1995). Miller et al. (1990) found that C was incorporated in Fe-deficient roots into organic 
acids, carbohydrates and amino acids, with citrate being the organic acid with the highest labeling. The increase 
in CO2 fixation with Fe deficiency in plant roots is likely related to the increases in phosphoenol pyruvate 
carboxylase (PEPC) activity. This increase in PEPC activity was first described in root extracts of Fe-deficient 
plants (Huffaker et al., 1959). Recent papers have reported PEPC activity increases in root extracts with Fe 
deficiency of 1.85-, 2.3, 6- and 7- to 14-fold in pepper (Landsberg, 1986), kiwifruit (Rombolà, 1998), cucumber 
(Rabotti et al., 1995; de Nisi and Zocchi, 2000) and sugar beet (Lopez-Millan et al., 2000a; Andaluz et al., 2001), 
respectively. Notably, the increase in PEPC with Fe deficiency may be different for different genotypes within the 
same species (Rombola et al., 2000b). The activity of other enzyme that could modulate C fixation in roots, CA, 
does not change with Fe deficiency (Lopez-Millan et al., 2000a). De Vos et al. (1986) postulated that Fe deficiency 
may cause an alteration in the glycolytic pathway, as reported in fungi. Under Fe deficiency, PFK would lose its 
regulation by citrate and PK would be inhibited by citrate. This would cause an accumulation of PEP, resulting in 
organic acid increases via PEPC. In this case cytoplasm acidification produced by the increases in organic acids 
would drive H+ extrusion (Habison et al., 1979). In any case, an increased PEPC activity leading to organic acid 
accumulation would maintain the ionic balance of the root cell cytoplasm according to pH-stat theory (Davies, 
1973). Furthermore, adverse consequences of iron scarcity in leaves were also reported in regard to pigments 
related to photosynthesis, particularly under stresses. The stabilization of PSI, which is particularly dependent on 
Fe availability, may be inhibited by Cd induced Fe deficiency. Another possibility is its preferential degradation 
due to the inactivation of the protective enzymes by Cd (Gallego et al. 1996). PSII was found to be the most stable 
complex under strong stress. However, it was the most susceptible component under mild stress. In accordance, 
Franco et al. (1999) showed the modulation, stimulation and then inhibition of D1 protein turnover depending on 
the length of Cd stress. The steeper decline in the amount of PSII as the function of Fe content under Cd treatment 
than under Fe deficiency revealed that in the case of this complex Fe deficiency is not the only influencing factor, 
but another factor, perhaps Mn deficiency, also play a role in its accumulation. However, compositional changes 
in thylakoids, i.e. the relative excess of PSII and decreased accumulation or degradation of LHCII, can also be 
explained by a regulatory mechanism working under excess irradiance, which may be evoked by Cd inhibition of 
photosynthesis. It was argued that stable dissipative PSII centers accumulate under photo inhibitory light 
(Anderson and Aro 1994). Sharp rise in non-photochemical quenching and increase in VAZ/total carotenoid 
content under strong or long Cd stress with moderately decreasing Fv/Fm and ΦPSII values refer to such type of 
acclimation. 
  Regression analysis (figure, R1) that iron accumulation in radish roots was governed by a linear regression types 
and could be forecasted by the following equation: Accumulated Fe (µg g-1) = 43.55- 0.1458 AWC% depletion. 
Iron deposited in leaves was also governed by linear regression of lower slope and could be predicted from the 
following equation: Accumulated Fe (µg g-1) = 88.27 - 0.09031 AWC % depletion (figure, R2). Whereas iron left in 
peat at harvesting took a cubic regression type (figure, R3) and can be estimated from the following equation:  
Accumulated Fe (µg g-1) = 7150 – 9.844 (AWC %) + 0.4413.1458 (AWC %)2 – 0.003445(AWC %)3. These 
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equations explains the sharp reduction in the tendency of iron to be accumulated in roots this might be resulted 
from inhibited rate of absorption besides the translocation of iron from root to leaves. 
 

 
B. Copper 
Copper accumulation in root (table, R2) exhibited insignificant differences among irrigation levels. However, 
apparent differences were observed in copper deposited in radish leaves where the highest  (4.5236 µg g-1) was 
confined to 0AWC% depletion which substantially exceeded 33%AWC (171.93%), 66%AWC (54.57%) and 
100%AWC (153.28%). The highest (28.454 µg g-1) copper residues left in peat moss was at harvesting was 
accompanied with 66% AWC depletion treatment which substantially surpassed 100%AWC by 15.58%. It can be 
inferred that radish required small amount of copper besides, copper translocation from roots to leaves was highly 
inhibited in contrast to iron where radish required higher amount and accumulation was favoured in leaves. The 
Cu concentration in plant tops tended to increase, while in roots decreases with increasing B levels in the nutrient 
solution. This opposite trend may be due to changes occurring in the translocation of Cu from root to top within 
the plants. On the other hand Cu uptake show an increasing trend up to 2mg BL-1, and onwards gradually 
decreases due to higher levels of added B, suggesting normal levels caused more uptakes over control as 
compared to higher B levels. The decrease in Cu uptake by tops and roots could be due to toxic effect of Boron 
root cells, resulted in an impaired absorption process (Tariq and Mott, 2006). Singh et al. (1990) reported that the 
low Cu uptake by plants was due to excess B. It seems that Cu absorption is antagonized by some other minerals 
possesses the same  charge and or the same ion diameter such as Zn, Ca, B. Ratio: Results show that Zn/Cu 
ratio in tops increases, but an inconsistent trend in the roots was found with increasing levels of added B. It is 
evident from the results that the increasing trend in the Zn concentration of tops is linked to the increase Zn/Cu 
ratio in plants, suggesting that perhaps B is indirectly involved in the Zn-Cu interactions (Tariq and Mott, 2006). 
Due to higher B levels the Zn/Cu ratio tended to increase in plants. Most literature confirmed the low plant 
requirement of copper; moreover it has been categorized with heavy metals owing to its capability in generating 
oxidants. The exposure to elevated Cu concentrations in the medium significantly reduced both callogenesis and 
the proliferation of radish calluses in vitro. Cu treatment resulted in the increased generation of the superoxide 
radical (O2

•−) in radish seedlings and calluses indicating the occurrence of oxidative stress in radish cells, whereas 
the level of lipid peroxidation (LPO) remained unchanged. Both in calluses and in radish seedlings in vivo, the 
relative level of oxidative stress was maximal at micro molar Cu concentrations and became attenuated with 
increasing Cu concentrations. Stronger oxidative stress occurred in the radish seedlings in vivo, compared with 
radish calluses in vitro. The observed lower sensitivity of calluses to Cu-induced oxidative stress and their ability 
to proliferate upon exposure to Cu concentrations of up to 1000 µМ demonstrate the potential of in vitro cell-
selection to obtain metal-tolerant radish plant lines (Lukatkin et al., 2014).
 

Table (R2). Mineral homeostasis (µg.g-1) in radish grown in controlled cabinets under varying irrigation levels. 
(*).figures of unshared characters is significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

Treatment Fe in Root Fe in Leaf Fe in Peat Cu  in Root  Cu in Leaf Cu in Peat 

FC A41.391 A85.035 B714.98 A2.3185 A4.5236 BA26.56 

33.00% A41.181 A89.076 B746.96 A1.9051 C1.6635 BA27.884 

66.00% B35.459 A84.384 A997.36 A2.7449 B2.9266 A28.454 

Wilt C27.148 B76.628 B699 A2.5799 C1.7861 B 24.618 

  
  
Regression analysis (figure, R4) manifested that copper accumulation in radish roots was overwhelmed by cubic 
regression type as it reduced at higher water availabilities then commenced to increase with 33%AWC then 
reduced once more at wilting. Notwithstanding, accumulated copper in roots can be estimated with the below 
equation:  Accumulated Cu (µg g-1) = 2.318 – 0.0539 (AWC %) + 0.00159 (AWC %)2 – 0.00001 (AWC %)3. 
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Accumulated copper in leaves (figure, 5) also took resemble trend of regression and could be predicted from the 
following equation. Accumulated Cu (µg g-1) = 4.5240.2438 (AWC %) + 0.006041 (AWC %)2 – 0.00003 (AWC%)3. 
However, copper left in peat moss at harvesting appeared to be dominated by a quadratic regression as below: 
Accumulated Cu (µg g-1) = 26.38 + 0.09989 (AWC %) - 0.001158 (AWC %)2. Regression results suggested that 
the leaf slopes was sharper than that of root which reflected that copper partitioning was ruled by roots. These 
results also revealed that radish required  low amount of copper under high moisture availability and when plants 
started to experience drought, they may tends to increase the absorption of copper in order to reinforce osmosity 
and thereby recruit the Acquired Systematic Resistance (ASR). Since, copper was proved to induce oxidant 
generations. The maximal O2

•− generation was in a copper concentration of 10 µM (an increase of 34% over the 
level of control). However, in calluses grown on an MS supplemented with higher concentrations of copper (100 
and 1000 µM), no further increase of O2

•− generation was detected. Also, the rate of superoxide anion generation 
in Raphanus seedlings was dependent on the Cu2+ content in the media. It can be seen that the level of O2

•− 

increased in seedlings grown on media supplemented with Cu2+. However, the degree of Cu-induced O2
•− 

generation was inversely proportional to the copper concentration in the media. The highest increase in O2
•−  

(230% of control) in radish seedlings was noted at a Cu concentration of 10 µM. As this sharp increase in 
superoxide production is an apparent evidence of oxidative stress in plant cells (Mittler, 2002), these results 
indicate that elevated copper concentrations induced an acceleration of oxidative processes in Raphanus cells 
both in vitro and in planta (Lukatkin et al., 2014). 
 

C. Calcium 
Insignificant differences were observed among irrigation levels in root content of calcium; however, the highest 
calcium content of leaves (2.47991%) was coincided with 0AWC% treatment and in calcium left in peat moss at 
harvesting time. which was profoundly exceeded 33%AWC% (23.01%), 66% AWC (25.86%) and wilt treatment 
by 32.18%.  It can be deduced that calcium is translocated from roots to leaves; this notion was confirmed by 
several studies. Calcium is taken up by roots from the soil solution and delivered to the shoot via the xylem. It 
may traverse the root either through the cytoplasm of cells linked by plasmodesmata the symplast or through the 
spaces between cells (the apoplast). The relative contributions of the apoplastic and symplastic pathways to the 
delivery of Ca to the xylem are unknown (White, 2001). However, the movement of Ca through these pathways 
must be finely balanced to allow root cells to signal using cytosolic Ca2+concentration ([Ca2+]cyt), control the 
rate of Ca delivery to the xylem, and prevent the accumulation of toxic cations in the apoplastic and symplastic 
pathways to the delivery of Ca to the xylem are unknown. However, the movement of Ca through these pathways 
must be finely balanced to allow root cells to signal using cytosolic Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+] cyt), control the 
rate of Ca delivery to the xylem, and prevent the accumulation of toxic cations in the shoot.   
  Calcium translocation from roots to leaves was augmented under water scarcities to maintain supply required 
by leaves for metabolism. Calcium is an essential plant nutrient; it is required for various structural roles in the cell 
wall and membranes, it is a counter-cation for inorganic and organic anions in the vacuole, and the cytosolic Ca2+ 
concentration ([Ca2+] cyt) is an obligate intracellular messenger coordinating responses to numerous 
developmental cues and environmental challenges (White and Broadley, 2003). Calcium (Ca) was once 
considered important only for cell wall structure, but since the recent discovery of Calmodulin, it has become clear 
that Ca is not just a macronutrient but also a major controller of plant metabolism and development (Poovaiah 
and Reddy, 2000). The CaM level can be a very important factor in modulating the actions of Ca2+ in the activation 
of metabolic processes (Gilroy and Trewavas 1990): a higher level of CaM in cells in meristematic zones than in 
those in elongation zones has been found (Allan and Trewavas 1985; Hemandez-Nistal et al. 1989); the variation 
in the distribution of CaM in organs and tissues suggests that CaM acts specifically on specialized CaM dependent 
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processes (Ling and Assmann 1992); and net CaM synthesis and CaM mRNA levels were highest during the 
proliferative phase of suspension cultures of carrot cells (Pereira and Zielinski 1992). 
  Calcium was considered to play a role in mediating stress response during injury, recovery from injury, and 
acclimation to stress. It has been suggested that Ca is necessary for recovery from drought by activating the 
plasma membrane enzyme ATPase which is required to pump back the nutrients that were lost in cell damage. 
Since dehydration is the common denominator, Ca also has a role to play in freeze injury tolerance (Palta, 2000). 
A role for the CaM level in the metabolic reactivation that characterizes the early phases of seed germination is 
suggested by the correlation between increase in the CaM level and metabolic reactivation in conditions able to 
inhibit or promote germination, such as treatments with ABA, fusicoccin (Cocucci and Negrini 1989; Hemandez-
Nistal et al. 1989), light or temperature in photoblastic and thermo sensitive Phacelia tanacetifolia seeds (Cocucci 
and Negrini 1991), and by the inhibitory effect on germination of CaM antagonists (Cocucci and Negrini, 1991). In 
radish {Raphanus sativus L.) seeds, the presence of a proteinaceous CaM inhibitor suggests another control point 
of the Ca2+-CaM active complex important in the early phases of germination (Cocucci and Negrini 1988; Polya, 
Chandra and Condron 1993).Regression analysis (figure, R7) manifested that calcium distribution in storage roots 
of radish was highly influenced by irrigation levels as it commenced to increase at 0%AWC depletion to attain it 
maximum at 66%AWC depletion and then reduced up to wilting. Therefore calcium accumulation can be 
forecasted from the following quadratic equation:  Accumulated Ca (%) = 0.737 + 0.001592 (AWC %) - 0.000019 
(AWC %)2. This pattern of regression suggested that radish showed potency to increase its calcium absorbing 
capability to sustain developing osmosis that required for drought avoidance, and to maintain calcium 
detoxification of cell by products emerged from the drought impacts. However, under wilting treatment of severe 
drought radish roots gradually lost its absorbing ability. The relative contributions of the apoplastic and symplastic 
pathways to the delivery of Ca to the xylem are unknown (White, 2001). However, the movement of Ca through 
these pathways must be finely balanced to allow root cells to signal using cytosolic Ca2+concentration ([Ca2+]cyt), 
control the rate of Ca delivery to the xylem, and prevent the accumulation of toxic cations in the apoplastic and 
symplastic pathways to the delivery of Ca to the xylem are unknown. However, the movement of Ca through these 
pathways must be finely balanced to allow root cells to signal using cytosolic Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]cyt), 
control the rate of Ca delivery to the xylem, and prevent the accumulation of toxic cations in the shoot. Calcium 
detoxification capability against anion of organic acid and divalent cation heavy metals were reported in literature. 
Amylolytic activity of purified enzyme was increased substantially in the presence of Ca2+, Mg2+, and Zn2+. Some 
other divalent cations Cu2+, Pb2+, Sn2+, and Hg2+ almost completely ceased the enzyme activity. Cobalt (II), 
Manganese (II), and Iron (III) exhibited moderate activating effects on the activity. Of the monovalent cations, Na+ 
and Ag+ reduced the β-amylase activity, while K+ increased (Jahan et al., 2012). 
  Linear regression (figure, R8) was dominated the accumulation of calcium in radish leaves with a sharp slope 
[Accumulated Ca (%) = 2.362 - 0.005563 (AWC %)]. Sharp slope with increasingly water scarcity in leaves and 
increases obtained in roots explained the inhibition of calcium movement from the roots to the leaves during 
drought, particularly with wilting treatment. These results confirmed the xylem mean for Calcium translocation 
among varying plant tissues. Similar results were obtained in watermelon (Abdel and Bamerni, 2011). Several 
lines of evidence suggested that both apoplastic and symplastic pathways contribute to Ca delivery to the xylem. 
First, since Ca is delivered to the xylem in regions of the root where the Casparian band is fully developed and 
apoplastic Ca transport is restricted, some Ca might bypass the Casparian band through the cytoplasm of 
endodermal cells (Clarkson, 1993; White, 2001). Secondly, although Ca2+ channels and Ca2+-ATPases are 
present and thermodynamically capable of catalyzing Ca2+ influx and efflux across the plasma membrane of root 
endodermal cells, it has been calculated that there is insufficient ATP to power (Flowers and Yeo, 1992) and 
insufficient proteins to catalyze the observed Ca2+ fluxes solely through the symplast. Thirdly, if Ca reached the 
xylem solely by a symplastic pathway, its accumulation in the shoot would be expected to show the hallmarks of 
protein catalyzed transport, which it does not. For example, both Ca2+ channels in the plasma membrane of root 
cells and Ca2+-ATPases discriminate between divalent cations, but there seems to be no discrimination between 
Ca2+, Ba2+ and Sr2+ in their transport to the shoot (White, 2001). Furthermore, there seems to be no competition, 
or interactions, between Ca2+, Ba2+ and Sr2+ during their transport to the shoot, and the accumulation of divalent 
cations in the shoot is often linearly related to their concentrations in the rhizosphere solution.
 

Table (R3). Mineral homeostasis (%) in radish grown in controlled cabinets under varying irrigation levels. 
(*).figures of unshared characters is significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

Treatment Ca % root Ca% leaf Ca% peat Mg% root Mg% leaf Mg% peat K% root K% leaf K% peat 

FC 
A 
0.73633 

A 2.47991 A  1.9928 B 0.53263 A 0.93808 A 0.3851 A 9.1455 C 6.203 C 1.2206 
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33.00% 
A 
0.77072 

B 2.016 A 1.9117 A 0.62536 A 0.98305 A 0.39313 A 9.2311 B 7.4687 B 1.8639 

66.00% A 0.7572 B 1.97054 A 1.8777 
BA 
0.60027 

A 0.98538 A 0.39227 A 9.2861 B 7.6309 A 2.6624 

Wilt 
A 
0.70644 

B 1.87615 A 2.137 B 0.51459 A 0.98107 A 0.38991 B 7.3354 A 8.7832 B 1.7822 

  
  Residual calcium left in peat moss (figure, R9) showed intimate reverse pattern to that in roots which exactly 
reflected the depleted calcium. Subsequently, it was dominated by quadratic type of regression where calcium 
started to deplete increasingly where it attain its maximum at 66%AWC depletion and then calcium exhausting 
was reduced at wilting owing to low absorption rate. Exhausting calcium can be estimated from the following 
quadratic equation:  Deposited Ca (%) = 2.0005 – 0.006432 (AWC %) + 0.000076 (AWC %)2. 
 

 
D. Magnesium 
The obtained results (table, R3) revealed that magnesium accumulation in roots increased significantly at 33% 
AWC depletion which apparently exceeded 0%AWC (17.14%) and 100%AWC (21.53%) and insignificantly by 
passed 66%AWC. However, significant differences were not detected in magnesium accumulated in leaves and 
that left in peat moss as well.  It was found that Magnesium increases the root growth and root surface area which 
helps to increase uptake of water and nutrients by root and transport of sucrose from leaves to roots. Magnesium 
improves CHO translocation by increasing phloem export and reduces ROS generation and photo oxidative 
damage to chloroplast under drought conditions (Mittler, 2002). In general higher amounts of magnesium were 
accumulated in leaves than that accumulated in roots under all irrigation levels, particularly under inadequate 
supply of water. Epstein and Bloom (2004) reported that Mg is exceptional in activating more enzymes than any 
other mineral nutrient. Mg-activated enzymes are ATPases, ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate (RuBP) carboxylase, RNA 
polymerase and protein kinases (Marschner, 1995; Shaul, 2002). 
  Results of regressions (figure, R10) exhibited that magnesium accumulation in roots was governed by quadratic 
equation, as it commenced to proceed until reached its maximum at 33% then gradually reduced to wilting, 
however increases and reduction slopes were slight, which mean that radish was not suffer magnesium deficiency 
and the increased accumulation under moderate drought might be an earlier response for the on being drought. 
The predicting of magnesium deposited in roots can be fulfilled by the following equation:  Accumulated Mg (%) 
= 0.5357 + 0.003752 (AWC %) - 0.00004 (AWC %)2. Whereas accumulated Mg in leaves (figure, R11) was 
governed by linear regression pattern which showed weak increasingly slope and can be estimated by the 
following equation: Accumulated Mg (%) = 0.9524 + 0.00392 (AWC %).  The magnesium left in peat moss (figure, 
R12) followed the same pattern in roots with slighter slopes and it could be forecasted by the following equation:  
Left Mg (%) = o.3856 + 0.0027 (AWC %) - 0.000002 (AWC %)2. 
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E. Potassium 
The obtained results (table R3), showed that potassium accumulated in roots was attended its maximum 9.2861% 
in radish grown under 66%AWC depletion. Wilted radish reduced K content in roots substantially as compared to 
0%AWC (24.68%), 33%AWC (25.84%) and 66%AWC (26.59%), and increased its leaf K content on root account. 
However, significant differences were not detected between 0, 33 and 66% AWC depletion treatments. These 
results suggested that radish under water stress recruits its capability to absorb potassium to avoid drought 
adverse effects on its performance. The severe reduction of root potassium at wilting was due to the translocation 
of K to leaves. Under water-deficit conditions, K nutrition increases crop tolerance to water stress by utilizing the 
soil moisture more efficiently than in K deficient plants. Potassium maintains the osmotic potential and turgor of 
the cells (Lindhauer, 1995) and regulates the stomata functioning under water stress conditions (Kant and Kafkafi, 
2002), It enhances photosynthetic rate, plant growth and yield under stress conditions (Egila et al., 2001). 
  The highest content of potassium in leaves (table, 3) was observed in wilting treatment (8.7832%) which was 
substantially exceeded 0%AWC (41.6%), 33%AWC (17.6%) and 66%AWC (16.28%). It can be inferred that 
severe stressed radish shifted a reasonable amount of potassium from roots to leaves for better drought tolerance. 
The protective roles of K against drought stress seem also to be related to their inhibitory effect of this element, 
plants become more sensitive to drought stress (Arjenaki et al., 2012). It was found that potassium possesses 
protective role in plants suffering from drought stress by maintenance of a high pH in stroma and against the photo 
oxidative damage to chloroplasts (Cakmak, 1997). Potassium (K) plays an important role in survival of plants 
under environmental stress conditions. Potassium is essential for many physiological processes, such as 
photosynthesis, translocation of photosynthates into sink organs, maintenance of turgescence, activation of 
enzymes, and reducing excess uptake of ions such as Na and Fe in saline and flooded soils (Marschner, 1995; 
Mengel and Kirkby, 2001). The reason for the enhanced need for K by plants suffering from environmental 
stresses appears to be related to the fact that K is required for maintenance of photosynthetic CO2 fixation. For 
example, drought stress is associated with stomata closure and thereby with decreased CO2 fixation. Based on 
the model given in formation of ROS is intensified because of inhibited CO2 reduction by drought stress. Obviously, 
formation of ROS under drought stress would be dramatic in plants exposed to high light intensity, with 
concomitant severe oxidative damage to chloroplasts. Increases in ROS production in drought stressed plants 
are well known and related to impairment in photosynthesis and associated disturbances in carbohydrate 
metabolism (Seel et al., 1991; Quartacci et al., 1994; Jiang and Zhang, 2002). 
  The highest potassium amount left in peat moss (table, R3) was found in 66%AWC treatment which apparently 
exceeded 0%AWC (118.12%), 33%AWC (42.61%) and 100%AWC (49.39). These results suggested that radish 
under adequate watering required high quantity of potassium to furnish cell cytoplasm for optimal enzyme 
operation. Most metabolite changes occurring during K deficiency were at least partially reversed within 24 h of K 
resupply. During this period of time, there was no change in plant appearance, indicating that the observed 
metabolite profiles were not linked to irreversible deficiency symptoms such as leaf senescence and chlorosis but 
were indeed directly related to the external K supply. However, they were not always related to tissue K content. 
While concentrations of sugars and nitrate reverted faster in roots than in shoots and thus mirrored tissue K 
concentrations (Armengaud et al., 2004), many amino acids for instance Gln, Arg, Phe, Lys reverted faster in 
shoots than in roots. This could be due to different pool sizes and different turnover rates in the two tissues but 
could also imply the existence of a root shoot signal other than K itself. Candidates for such a signal are nitrate 
and Glu as well as hormones and other growth-related signaling compounds. Therefore, The Univ. of Florida 
Everglades soil testing laboratory currently recommends K fertilization of radish if the soil tests <110 mg K/dm3 
(Sanchez, 1990). Clearly, this critical soil test level is too high and an adjustment in recommendations is in order. 
Histosols used for crop production in southern Florida rarely, if ever, test below 20 mg K/dm3 using acetic acid in 
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analysis. Beverly (1984), in a nutritional survey, found that all radish leaves collected from histosols in Florida had 
K concentrations greater than the critical level of 2.0%. The results of experiments reported here suggest that 
radish grown on Florida Histosols rarely should require supplementary K fertilization for optimal yield and quality 
when grown in rotation with crops that received K fertilizer applications. 
  Regression analysis (figure, R13) showed that potassium distribution in roots in response to varying irrigation 
levels was dominated by linear type where accumulations were reduced gradually with the increasingly water 
shortages. Accumulation of potassium in roots of water stressed radish can be estimated from the following 
equation: Accumulated K (%) = 9558 - 0.01625 (AWC %).  This curve suggested that absorbed potassium 
gradually translocated to leaves to meet the leaf requirements of potassium to avoid drought for instance stomata 
closure. When plants are grown under low supply of K, drought-stress induced ROS production can be additionally 
enhanced, at least due to K deficiency induced disturbances in stomata opening, water relations, and 
photosynthesis. When plants are grown under low supply of K, drought-stress induced ROS production can be 
additionally enhanced, at least due to K deficiency induced disturbances in stomata opening, water relations, and 
photosynthesis (Marschner, 1995; Mengel and Kirkby, 2001). 
  Potassium deposited in radish leaves in regard to irrigation levels (figure, R14) was overwhelmed by linear 
equation where potassium accumulation was increased to reach its maximum magnitude at wilting. Leaf 
potassium can be predicted by the following equation: Accumulated K (%) = 6.340 + 0.02374 (AWC %). High leaf 
content of potassium under drought condition explains the significance of potassium in furnishing the cell 
metabolism for better drought resistance. Under drought conditions chloroplasts lose high amounts of K to further 
depress photosynthesis and induce further ROS formation. Increases in severity of drought stress result in 
corresponding increases in K demand to maintain photosynthesis and protect chloroplasts from oxidative damage 
(Sen Gupta and Berkowitz, 1987). Decrease in photosynthesis caused by drought stress is particularly high in 
plants supplied with low K, and are minimal when K is sufficient (Sen Gupta et al., 1989). Alleviation of detrimental 
effects of drought stress, especially on photosynthesis, by sufficient K supply has also been shown in legumes 
(Sangakkara et al., 2000). Potassium left in peat moss revealed high potassium availability for radish more than 
they required and it can be estimated by quadratic regression type: Left K (%) = 1.129 + 0.04195 (AWC%) -  
0.00035 (AWC%)2. 
 

 
 
3. Cultivar responses 
A. Iron 
The absorption capability of iron for cultivars (table, 4) manifested the superiority of Altox F1 over other 
investigated cultivars. It substantially exceeded Corox F1 (11.81%), Famox F1 (24.76%) and Topsi (57.35%) in 
term of iron deposited in storage roots. Cultivar variation in their ability to store iron in storage roots were attributed 
to plant roots mechanisms by which they might facilitate the iron availability in rhizosphere through organic acid 
accumulation in tap roots. Furthermore, Altox F1 possessed the highest accumulated iron in leaves, as it 
significantly exceeded Famox F1 (15.17%) and Topsi (24.96%). However, insignificant difference was detected 
between Altox F1 and Corox in leaves content of iron. Consequently, the investigated radish cultivars can be 
categorized according to their potency in the following order: Altox F1> Corox F1> Famox F1> Topsi. Differences 
in the responses of radish cultivars were recorded. Kaymak et al. (2010a) reported that the values of trace 
elements (Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, Al, Ti, Ni, Br, Rb, Sr, Sn, and Ba) were ranging between 0.0003 wt% and 0.026 wt% 
in all samples and thus, all cultivars could be recommended as a source of essential elements, the differences 
between cultivars may appear from their genetic variability. Radish responses varied among cultivars which might 
be attributed to cultural practices where plant grown for seed production, the techniques that   were applied in 
production and to their genetic variation. Therefore, the investigated radish cultivars can be categorized according 
to their responses as follow: Candela dighiaccio > Candela difuoco > Flamboyant (Mezzo lungo p.b) > Burro 
gigante (Abdel et al., 2013). Cultivar differences in term of iron homeostasis and partitioning is very complex some 
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investigator attributed such differences to the function of iron transporter genes. Eide et al. (1996) stated that 
TRANSPORTER1 (IRT1) displays a broad selectivity for metal ions; it is also responsible for the perverse entry 
of heavy metals in iron-starved plants (Vert et al., 2002). Expression of the IRT1 and FRO2 genes, which occurs 
specifically in root epidermal cells of iron-deficient plants, is mostly controlled at the transcriptional level (Connolly 
et al., 2002; Vert et al., 2003) and involves the basic HELIXLOOP HELIX transcription factor Fe-DEFICIENCY 
INDUCED FACTOR1, itself up regulated by iron deficiency (Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004; Jakoby et al., 2004; 
Yuan et al., 2005). However, the identity of the ferrous iron transporter has not been determined unambiguously. 
Among the known broad-range plant metal transporters, three families, NRAMP, YSL, and ZIP, may be involved 
in iron transport. Members of the Arabidopsis NRAMP family have been shown to be involved in iron homeostasis; 
however, their physiological role in the plant remains unclear. Plant NRAMP transporters could be involved in the 
compartmentalization of metals at the cellular level (Curie et al., 2000). Although the Fe (III)-phytosiderophores 
uptake system is specific to grasses, they recently reported that Arabidopsis also expresses a family of eight 
yellow stripe1-like (ysL) genes highly homologous with the maize ys1 gene (Curie et al., 2001). Because 
nicotianamine, a precursor of the phytosiderophores, is synthesized by all plants and has iron chelation properties 
similar to the phytosiderophores, it is likely that iron-nicotianamine complexes, and more generally metal-
nicotianamine complexes, are the substrates transported by the ysL gene products. No functional data are 
available at present concerning the YSL transporters, although localization of nicotianamine in phloem, and more 
recently in vacuoles of iron-overloaded cells, suggests that they could be involved in internal metal ion trafficking 
and iron storage (Stephan and Scholz, 1993; Pich et al., 2001). 
  Differences between cultivar differences were attributed to the capability of given organism in performing iron 
transport to achieve iron partitioning homeostasis. Briat and Lobreaux (1997) postulated that iron homeostasis in 
the whole organism, as well as in the cells, must be balanced to supply enough iron for cell metabolism and to 
avoid excessive, toxic levels. Consequently, regulation of iron transport appears to be a major determinant of iron 
homeostasis. In the presence of oxygen, iron is essentially under the oxidized form Fe3+, whereas in the organism 
it is required in the reduced form Fe2+, highlighting the need for a reduction step. In addition, because Fe3+ has 
a very low solubility at neutral pH in oxygenated fluids, the transport of iron under physiological conditions requires 
a preliminary step that consists of chelation of Fe3C or acidification of the rhizosphere. The first beneficial effects 
of the organic acid accumulation described were those related to Fe transport, derived from the association of Fe 
and citrate in stem exudates (Tiffin and Brown, 1961; Brown and Tiffin, 1965). Also, there is clear evidence 
indicating that excretion of organic acids from plant roots to the rizhosphere is able to improve Fe availability by 
different mechanisms (Jones, 1998; Ohwaki and Sugahara, 1997; Strom, 1997; Tyler and Strom, 1995). Organic 
acids were proposed to be the source for H+ released by the roots. Subsequently, Lands-berg (1986) indicated 
that one of the possible beneficial effects of the increases in root citrate under Fe deficiency could be to control 
cytoplasmic pH during enhanced proton extrusion. 
  

Table (R4). Mineral homeostasis (µg.g-1) of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets. (*).figures of 
unshared characters are significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

Treatment Fe Root Fe Leaf Fe Peat Cu Root  Cu Leaf Cu in Peat 

Topsi D 27.695 C 77.566 C 698.5 A 1.8963 A 2.7747 B 24.096 

Famox F1 C 34.93 BC 82.774 B 757.89 A 2.7065 A 2.5954 B 26.151 

Corox F1 B 38.973 BA 86.139 A 829.03 A 2.3661 A 2.7337 B 26.921 

Altox F1 A 43.579 A 88.645 A 872.88 A 2.5795 A 2.7961 A 30.348 

   
  
Furthermore, it was found that increases in citrate are usually higher than those of malate. Since the product of 
the pH-stat mechanism is malate, citrate accumulation could be the primary event induced by Fe deficiency, 
proton excretion being secondary and occurring or not depending on cation/anion balance (Bienfait, 1996). The 
increases in citrate were also proposed to replenish the Krebs cycle for increased citrate export from the 
mitochondria, thus guaranteeing its continuous operation (Landsberg, 1986). In sugar beet Fe-deficient roots, 
flavin sulfates could provide a suitable link between the increased capacity to produce reduced nucleotides and 
the plasma membrane chleated ferric reductase enzyme(s) (Lopez-Millan et al., 2000a). A significant influx of 
organic acids from the roots to the leaves could occur via the xylem sap (Bialczyk and Lechowski, 1992; Lopez-
Millan et al., 2000b). A possible function of the export of organic acids to the leaves is the use of these C 
compounds for basic maintenance processes such as respiration. This would contribute to explaining several 
characteristics of Fe-deficient plants. For instance, in sugar beet grown in controlled conditions, Fe deficiency 
causes a marked reduction in photosynthetic rates (Terry, 1980), but has a relatively small effect on leaf growth 
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(Terry, 1979). Also, Fe-deficient, chlorotic leaves of tree species are able to survive for long periods (months) in 
field conditions. 
B. Copper 
Significant differences were not observed among cultivars in term of copper accumulations in both roots and 
leaves (table, R4). 
C. Calcium 
Altox F1 gave the highest leaves content of calcium which substantially exceeded Topsi (13.465%), FamoxF1 
also showed superiority over Topsi by 11.41%. Significant differences among cultivars were not observed in root 
calcium content and calcium left in peat at harvesting (table, R5). Therefore, cultivar can be put in below order in 
term of Calcium depositing in their leaves: Altox F1> Famox F1> Corox F1> Topsi. It is worthy to mention that 
radish was capable to accumulate more amount of calcium in leaves in relation to that deposited in storage roots. 
Variations in calcium content of leaves might be attributed to the different capabilities of Ca transportation from 
root to the leaves which is determined by the transportation responsible genome. White (1998) postulated that 
calcium is acquired from the soil solution by the root system and translocated to the shoot via the xylem. The Ca 
flux to the xylem is high, and a rate of 40 µmol Ca h-1 g-1 f.wt root is not unreasonable in an actively growing 
plant. Consequently, cultivar variations in transpiration are the differences source of different calcium content of 
leaves.  Intracellular signaling requires [Ca2+]cyt to be maintained at sub micro molar levels in the resting cell and 
to increase rapidly in response to developmental cues or environmental challenges. Since the Ca2+ fluxes 
required for [Ca2+]cyt signaling are minute compared with those required for adequate nutrition, both these 
requirements for [Ca2+]cyt signaling might be compromised by high nutritional Ca2+ fluxes through root cells 
(White, 2001). However, the Ca flux to the xylem through the apoplastic pathway is influenced markedly by 
transpiration, which could lead to vagaries in the amount of Ca supplied to the shoot and the development of Ca 
disorders (Marschner, 1995; McLaughlin and Wimmer, 1999). Furthermore, the apoplastic pathway is relatively 
non-selective between divalent cations (White, 2001; White et al., 2002), and its presence could result in the 
accumulation of toxic solutes in the shoot. By contrast, the symplastic pathway allows the plant to control the rate 
and selectivity of Ca transport to the shoot (Clarkson, 1993; White, 2001). It is thought that Ca2+ enters the 
cytoplasm of endodermal cells through Ca2+ permeable channels on the cortical side of the Casparian band, and 
that Ca2+ is pumped from the symplast by the plasma membrane Ca2+-ATPases or Ca2+/H+-antiporters of cells 
within the stele. By regulating the expression and activity of these transporters, Ca could be delivered selectively 
to the xylem at a rate consistent with the requirements of the shoot. 
D. Magnesium 
The obtained results (table, R5) revealed significant differences only between Famox F1 and Topsi in term of Mg 
content of roots where, Famox F1 apparently exceeded Topsi by (18.44%). Low Mg content of Topsi leaves may 
explain the inferiority of this cultivar owing to the Mg significance in photosynthesis. Asada (2006) reported that 
reduced transport and hence accumulation of carbohydrates in Mg-deficient leaves causes alterations in 
photosynthetic carbon metabolism and restrict CO2 fixation. Impairment of the photosynthetic electron transport 
to CO2 through photosynthetic membranes may cause an accumulation of non-utilized electrons and absorbed 
energy. Under such conditions, the electrons and excitation energy not used in photosynthetic CO2 fixation is 
channeled to molecular O2, leading to the generation of highly reactive O2 species (ROS) and consequently to 
damage of chloroplast constituents such as Chl and membrane lipids (Mittler, 2002).   
E. Potassium 
Significant differences were not detected among cultivars (table, R5). 
   

Table (5). Mineral homeostasis (%) of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets. (*). Figures of unshared 
characters are significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

Treatment Ca %  root Ca% leaf Ca% peat Mg% root Mg% leaf Mg% peat K% root K% leaf K% peat 

Topsi A 0.70662 B 1.92892 A 1.9086 B 0.50852 A0.95014 A0.38811 A8.586 A7.4074 A1.7597 

Famox F1 A 0.763 A 2.1489 A 1.968 A 0.60229 A0.98761 A0.37897 A8.6687 A7.4441 A1.9756 

Corox F1 A 0.74908 BA 2.0945 A 1.999 
BA 
0.56625 

A0.95923 A0.3833 A8.6667 A7.5214 A1.9627 

Altox F1 A 0.75198 A 2.17027 A 2.0435 
BA 
0.59578 

A0.9906 A0.41002 A9.0767 A7.7128 A1.8311 

 
4. Temperature and Irrigation interaction 
A. Iron 
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The highest iron content of root (43.02 µg g-1 dry weight) was observed in radish grown under 20oC and irrigated 
by 33%AWC depletion (table, R6). Whereas, the lowest (19.174 µg g-1 dry weight) was observed in radish grown 
under 20oC and irrigated with 100%AWC depletion. On the other hand the highest iron content of dry leaves 
(99.923 µg g-1 dry weight) was concomitant to radish grown under 12oC and irrigated with 33%AWC depletion. 
The gross absorbed iron in both roots and leaves resembled for both radish grown under 12oC and 20oC and 
irrigated with 33%AWC depletion (130.382 and 130.133 µg g-1 dry weight, respectively). These result suggested 
that irrigation dominated the rate of iron absorption in radish where temperature is of less influence. Water 
stressed radish manifested the lowest content of iron in both leaves and roots. Iron entry in the biosphere is often 
limited by its solubility in the soil, despite its great abundance. In particular, Fe3+ ions precipitate in alkaline soils, 
thereby preventing their extraction by plant roots. Drought reduces growth and manifests several morphological, 
anatomical and biochemical alteration in plants including modifications of gene expression ultimately leading to a 
massive loss in yield. Furthermore, drought reduces nutrient uptake by roots and their transport from roots to 
shoots because of restricted transpiration rates, impaired active transport and membrane permeability (Khan et 
al., 2011). Moreover, salinity caused water deficit in rosemary leaves through an increase in soluble salts 
concentrations. Water deficiency decreases plant growth by limiting water availability for cell expansion and 
nutrient uptake (Yang et al., 2009). 
B. Copper 
The highest copper content of roots was observed in radish grown at 12oC and severe stress (3.2437 µg g-1 dry 
weight). However, this treatment showed significant differences only with radish grown at 12oC irrigated either 
with 0%AWC or33%AWC depletion (table, R6). The highest copper content of leaves (6.5092 µg g-1 dry weight) 
was confined to radish grown under 12oC irrigated with 0%AWC. The lowest copper content in radish roots was 
accompanied radish grown under 12o C and irrigated with 33%AWC depletion. While, in leaves the lowest copper 
was confined to radish grown at 20oC and irrigated with 100%AWC treatment. These results suggested that 12oC 
facilitate the absorption of copper more than 20oC no matter what was the level of irrigation. Therefore, 12oC 
appeared to be the optimal growth temperature for radish which reflected on mineral absorption. Growth is an 
increase in the size of an organism or part of an organism, usually as a result of an increase in the number of 
cells. Sustained plant growth is dependent on the availability of moisture, light, temperature, nutrient minerals and 
carbon dioxide, leaf number, plant height and leaf growth are all indicators of carrot growth (Rubatzky et al., 1999). 
Many studies confirmed the capability of copper in mitigating the adverse effects of drought. Copper (Cu) is an 
important micronutrient essential for carbohydrate and nitrogen metabolism. Copper is also required for lignin 
synthesis which is needed for cell wall strength and prevention of wilting. Drought stress adversely affects all 
these processes in plants. Proper Cu nutrition alleviates the adverse effects of drought by reducing dieback of 
stems and twigs, yellowing of leaves, stunted growth, pale green leaves that wither easily, and improves CHO 
and nitrogen metabolism which in turn improves the growth of plants (Waraich et al., 2011).
 

Table (R6). Mineral homeostasis (µg.g-1) of radish grown in controlled cabinets under varying temperatures and 
irrigation levels. (*). Figures of unshared characters are significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

T:Ir  Fe Root Fe Leaf Fe  Peat Cu  Root  Cu Leaf Cu  Peat 

20 FC B 43.02 C  80.144 C  759.77 BA 2.9898 C 2.5381 A 29.341 

20 33% A 51.903 C  78.23 DC 746.09 BA 2.7653 C 2.4849 BA 28.441 

20 66% CD 36.096 CB 85.992 A 1272.29 BA 2.7002 C 2.1826 BAC 27.79 

20 Wilt F 19.174 D 67.712 B 871.23 BAC 1.9251 D 0.2508 C 22.729 

12 FC CB 39.761 B 89.927 D 670.2 BC 1.6472 A 6.5092 B C 23.779 

12 33% E 30.459 A 99.923 DC 747.83 C 1.0448 D 0.8421 BAC 27.326 

12 66% DE 34.822 CB 82.777 DC 722.43 BA 2.7897 B 3.6707 A 29.119 

12 Wilt CD E35.121 CB 85.544 E 526.76 A 3.2347 B 3.3215 BAC 26.507 

 
C. Calcium 
Results of the combination between temperatures and irrigation levels in regard to calcium accumulation in roots 
(table, R7) revealed the superiority of temperatures on irrigation, where radish grown at 20oC will all levels of 
irrigation gave significantly higher calcium content of storage roots, as compared to that of 12oC. Accumulation of 
calcium in radish roots grown at 20oC can be attributed to the high transpiration and rapid growth. Reduction of 
water availabilities profoundly reduced calcium content in roots and leaves under both temperatures. Calcium 
deficiency occurs because Ca cannot be mobilized from older tissues and redistributed via the phloem. This forces 
the developing tissues to rely on the immediate supply of Ca in the xylem, which is dependent on transpiration. 
Transpiration is low in young leaves, in enclosed tissues and in fruit. Other physiological disorders, such as 
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cracking in tomato, cherry and apple fruit, occur in tissues lacking sufficient Ca upon hypo-osmotic shock following 
increased humidity or rainfall, presumably as a result of structural weaknesses in cell walls (Bekreij et al., 1992).  
On contrary, accumulated calcium in leaves exhibited significant potency for 12oC over 20oC. These results can 
be referred to the influence of optimal temperature for radish on the calcium metabolisms absorption of calcium 
by roots required means for transporting it to the leaves. Clarkson (1993) postulated that that Ca2+ enters the 
cytoplasm of endodermal cells through Ca2+ permeable channels on the cortical side of the Casparian band, and 
that Ca2+ is pumped from the symplast by the plasma membrane Ca2+-ATPases or Ca2+/H+-antiporters of cells 
within the stele. By regulating the expression and activity of these transporters, Ca could be delivered selectively 
to the xylem at a rate consistent with the requirements of the shoot.  
D. Magnesium 
Root content of magnesium was slightly affected in varying temperatures and irrigation (table R7). However, 
temperatures dominated the deposited magnesium in leaves where, the superiority was dedicated to 12oC as it 
substantially exceeded that of 20oC regardless to irrigation. These results might be attributed to the optimal rate 
of cell growth at 12oC as compared to high cell growth rate at 20oC where, the chlorophyll contents of the latter 
were lower. A compromising should be occurred between cell expansion and chloroplasts division and to maintain 
optimal chlorophyll content of leaf. Radish grown at 20oC possessed pale green leaves owing the high cell 
expansion which exceeded the generation rate of chloroplasts resembles that of summer grown vegetables. 
Whereas radish grown at 12oC possessed a dark green leaves resemble to that of fall grown vegetables owing to 
the slow rate of cell expansion which cope with the rate of chloroplast generation. This is the reason why leaves 
of 12oC grown radish contained higher magnesium than that grown at 20oC. Since, magnesium constitutes the 
active part of the prosthetic group of chlorophyll protein. Deficiencies of K and Mg cause marked decreases in 
photosynthetic C metabolism and utilization of fixed carbon (Mengel and Kirkby, 2001). 
E. Potassium 
Interesting results was obtained (table, R7) in the term of roots and leaves content of potassium. Irrigation levels 
were overwhelmed the combination with temperatures where well irrigated radish showed the lowest potassium 
content of leaves and roots. In contrast, the highest potassium contents were confined to treatments of moderate 
and severe drought, especially at 12oC. These results suggested that radish required potassium to improve its 
drought avoidance capability through furnishing the cell cytoplasm and recruiting the cell osmosis to detain its 
water from running away. Mineral elements have numerous functions in plants including maintaining charge 
balance, electron carriers, structural components, enzyme activation, and providing osmotic for turgor and growth 
.In this paper, an overview of some macronutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium and magnesium), 
micronutrients (Zinc, Boron, Copper) and silicon has been discussed in detail as how these nutrients play their 
role in decreasing the adverse effects of drought in crop plant (Waraich et al., 2011).
 

Table (R7). Mineral homeostasis (%) of radish grown in controlled cabinets under varying temperatures and 
irrigation levels. (*). Figures of unshared characters are significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

T: Irrig. Ca % root Ca% leaf Ca% peat Mg% root Mg%  leaf Mg% peat K% root K% leaf K% peat 

20 FC A 0.82931 B 2.2347 BA1.9997 B 0.53065 C 0.83409 
BA 
0.37534 

BA9.6871  D7.0053 B1.9414 

20 33% A 0.83722 C 1.7098 B 1.878 B 0.55252 C 0.86094 B 0.35185 BA9.6837 CB7.9964 B1.9538 

20 66% A 0.82026 C 1.561 BA1.913 
BA 
0.59813 

C 0.83725 
BA 
0.39076 

A9.9638 CB7.9651 A2.543 

20 Wilt B 0.72544 C 1.5838 A2.2922 B 0.481 C 0.82898 A 0.42751 C 7.8617 B 8.2046 C0.5608 

12 FC B 0.64334 A 2.7251 BA1.9859 B 0.53461 B 1.04206 
BA 
0.39485 

C 8.6039 E 5.4006 C0.4997 

12 33% B 0.70423 B 2.3222 BA1.9453 A 0.6982 B A 1.1052 A 0.43441 BC8.7784 D 6.941 B1.774 

12 66% B 0.69414 B 2.3801 B 1.8424 BA 0.6024 A 1.13351 
BA 
0.39378 

C 8.6085 CD7.2968 A2.7818 

12 Wilt B 0.68743 B 2.1685 BA1.9817 B 0.54818 A 1.13315 B 0.35232 D 6.8091 A9.3618 A3.0035 

 
5. Cultivar responses to temperatures 
A. Iron 
The obtained results (table, R8: figure, 16-18) manifested that cultivar responses to temperature in term of iron 
accumulations in roots and leaves is dominated by cultivars. Since Altox F1grown at 20oC gave the highest root 
value (47.542µg g-1), and the same cultivar grown at 12oC also showed the highest value in leaves iron (93.701 
µg g-1). These results suggested that both 20oC and 12oC were compatible for iron absorption for radish and the 
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differences between roots and leaves content of iron can be attributed to its requirements in cell metabolism.  
Once transported to the proper tissue, metals must be properly distributed at the subcellular level to ensure 
sufficient levels to the necessary compartments while safely storing metals under times of excess (Palmer and 
Guerinot, 2009). Nearly 90% of the Fe in the plant is localized to the chloroplast, where it is required for use in the 
electron transport chain and the synthesis of chlorophyll, heme and Fe-S clusters (Kim and Guerinot, 2007). Metal 
absorption and then translocation across cellular membrane required enzymes to accommodate transportation to 
their final targets and here the variation between cultivars occurred where different gene expression and then 
enzyme assembling are observed which depend upon any given cultivar capability. Grasses for instance, primarily 
use a chelation-based strategy for Fe uptake. This strategy employs the release of chelators into the rhizosphere, 
known as phytosiderophores, to bind Fe3+ for transport into the plant (Haydon et al., 2007). Phytosiderophores 
are synthesized from methionine and are usually referred to collectively as belonging to the mugineic acid family 
(the MAs). Expression of the genes involved in MA biosynthesis is up regulated under Fe deficiency (Nagasaka 
et al., 2009), resulting in increased release of MAs. In barley, MAs are also thought to play a role in mobilizing Zn 
in addition to Fe. Roots of Zn-deficient barley plants have increased expression of genes involved in the 
biosynthesis of MAs, and there is increased secretion of MAs from the roots of these plants (Suzuki et al., 2006). 
Partitioning of iron between leaves within given cultivars comes from their genetic variations.Fe2+ and Zn2+ are 
thought to be transported in the phloem as NA chelate, and although the transporters involved in phloem loading 
and unloading are not fully known, they are thought to include members of the YSL group, a subfamily of the 
oligopeptide transporter (OPT) family of transporters (Curie et al., 2009) One of the better characterized members 
of this subfamily is YSL1, which localizes to the shoot vasculature as well as the siliques, pollen grains and the 
developing seeds. ysl1 mutants accumulate reduced levels of Fe in the seeds, and these seeds show germination 
defects on low-Fe soil, which suggests a role for YSL1 in metal loading of the seed (Le jean et al., ). YSL3 is also 
expressed in the shoot vasculature as well as in the pollen. A recent study on the double mutant ysl1ysl3 
demonstrated that both of these transporters have a role in Fe, Cu and Zn remobilization from leaf tissue (Waters 
et al., 2006). 
 

   
 
B. Copper 
Significant differences were not observed in the response of varying radish cultivars grown under varying 
temperatures in term of copper accumulation in roots. However, substantial variations were found in copper 
content of leaves. These differences seem to be dominated by temperatures, since, within each applied 
temperature differences were absent among evaluated cultivars (table, R8: figure, 19-21). Under 20oC leaves 
copper content was lower than that of roots, however, under 12oC the leaves content of copper substantially 
higher as compared to all other treatments. It can be inferred that the porter enzyme function favoured 12oC over 
20oC. Since, enzyme function depend on minimum, optimal and maximum temperatures, optimal temperature 
creates  the best integration for the enzymes where its functional groups completely exposed to substrates through 
its perfect situation on membrane, 50% sol and gel. Efflux of Cu into the vasculature is thought to occur through 
an HMA family transporter. Work has implicated HMA5 in Cu efflux by showing that HMA5 is predominantly 
expressed in the root and is strongly and specifically induced by excess Cu. hma5 mutants over accumulate Cu 
in the root, which suggests a compromised efflux system when HMA5 is absent (Andres-Colas et al., 2006). 
Further evidence in support of the role of  HMA5 in Cu translocation from the roots to the shoots comes from a 
study of natural variation in Cu tolerance among Arabidopsis accessions, which identified HMA5 as a major QTL 
associated with Cu translocation capacity and sensitivity (Kobayashi et al., 2008). Cu is likely chelated to NA for 
translocation from the root to the shoot, based on the biochemical properties of NA and the phenotypes of the 
chloronerva mutant of tomato, which cannot synthesize NA (Curie et al., 2009). 
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Table (R8). Mineral homeostasis (µg.g-1) of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets under varying 
temperatures. (*). Figures of unshared characters are significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

T:Cvs Fe Root Fe Leaf Fe Peat Cu  Root  Cu Leaf Cu  Peat 

20 Topsi E 26.901 D 71.605 C 757.95 A 2.3552 B 1.6627 B 23.573 

20 Famox F1 D 34.485 DC 78.327 B 861.67 A 2.7409 B 1.9863 B 26.43 

20 Corox F1 B 41.265 DC 78.577 A 984.81 A 2.6546 B 1.8906 B 25.529 

20 Altox F1 A 47.542 BC 83.57 A1044.96 A 2.6296 B 1.9168 A 32.769 

12 Topsi E 28.49 BC 83.528 D 639.06 A 1.4373 A 3.8867 B 24.62 

12 Famox F1 CD 35.375 BA 87.221 D 654.12 A 2.6721 A 3.2044 B 25.872 

12 Corox F1 CBD 36.681 A 93.701 D 673.25 A 2.0777 A 3.5768 BA 28.312 

12 Altox F1 CB 39.617 A 93.721 DC 700.8 A 2.5293 A 3.6754 BA 27.927 

 
C. Calcium 
Calcium accumulated in roots of varying cultivars in response to varying temperature (table, R9: figure, 22-24) 
manifested that 20oC was superior over 20oC with all detected cultivars; particularly Corox F1Altox F1 which 
exhibited the highest values (0.85329 and 0.8405%, respectively). On contrast, accumulated calcium in leaves 
was profoundly higher in radish cultivars grown at 12oC. In general, gross calcium accumulation in leaves of radish 
was apparently higher than that accumulated in roots, particularly under 12oC. These results suggested that 
temperatures affects were overwhelmed cultivar responses and the best response was coincided with 12oC.  
Furthermore, Calcium partitioning between roots and tops was performed better under 12oC.Consequently, 
Calcium porting enzymes functioning better at lower temperature. Many Ca2+-dependent processes are mediated 
by CaM, a low-molecular-weight, soluble Ca2+-binding protein (Allan and Hepler 1989; Roberts and Harmon 1992). 
The effects of Ca2+ chelators and ionophores have been investigated in studies that have suggested the 
involvement of this cation in physiological or biochemical processes (Wayne and Hepler 1985; Cocucci and 
Negrini 1991). Nevertheless, the effect of changes in Ca2+ availability on the CaM level has not been investigated, 
although it has been suggested that CaM, as a Ca2+ chelators, can have a role in the control of Ca2+- homeostasis 
(Allan and Hepler 1989). This might be very important in those systems in which a complete reactivation of Ca2+ 
transport has not yet taken place, such as in seeds in the early phases of germination. 
 

   
 
D. Magnesium 
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Only Topsi radish cultivar showed the worst Magnesium accumulation in root (0.4668%) under 20oC temperatures 
(table, R9: figure, 25-27). Other cultivars gave very close values under both temperatures. Higher magnesium 
was accumulated in leaves, especially at 12oC than that accumulated in roots. These results were attributed to 
the significance of Magnesium in chlorophyll synthesis and other cell metabolisms. Deficiencies of K and Mg 
cause marked decreases in photosynthetic C metabolism and utilization of fixed carbon (Mengel and Kirkby, 
2001). Because of the distinct effects of Mg and K on photo oxidative damage in plants grown under marginal 
conditions, such as drought, chilling and salinity can be exacerbated when the soil supply of mg or K is low 
(Arjenaki et al., 2012). The beneficial effect of an adequate K supply was ascribed to the role of K in retrains 
location of photo assimilates in roots, which contributed to better root growth under drought stress (Egilla et al., 
2001).
 

 
  

 
E. Potassium 
Potassium accumulation in radish roots (table, R9; figure, 28-30) was higher in radish grown under 20oC as 
compared to 12oC in all cultivars. The lowest potassium content was confined with Corox F1 and Altox F1 grown 
under 12oC. However these two cultivars manifested the highest root potassium at 20oC. Furthermore roots 
potassium was higher than that in leaves in any given cultivars and regardless to temperatures. Resemble results 
related to mineral absorption were found by  Kaymak et al. (2010), they reported that major and minor elements 
were varied according to the cultivars and differences between cultivars were significant in both years of 
experiment. The major elements with contents of 0.1 wt% in all samples are N and K. The amounts of N ranged 
from 102 mg 100 g-1  (cv Beyaz) to 257 mg 100 g-1 (cv Siyah) in 2004 and from 69.7 mg 100 g-1  (cvAntep) to 256 
mg 100 g-1  (cv Siyah) in 2005. The amounts of K were 185 mg 100 g-1, 209 mg 100 g-1, 216 mg 100 g-1 and 217 
mg 100 g-1 in Beyaz, Antep, Siyah and Iri Kirmizi, respectively, in 2004. K amounts for the 2005 experiments 2005 
ranged from 194 mg 100 g-1 to 288 mg 100 g-1.These results suggested that radish cultivars were underwent 
unfavourable growth at 20oC where they commenced their acquired systematic resistance through improving their 
cell osmosity to avoid stresses. Presence of potassium in the cytoplasm vicinity enable cells to establish potent 
osmosis, if which otherwise potassium deficiency led plant cells to establish its required osmosis through 
hydrolysis enzymes by which polysaccharides and protein are degraded to simple units (Abdel, 2014). 
Consequently, sugar accumulation in leaves of K deficient bean plants has been explained by a requirement for 
K in long distance transport (Cakmak et al., 1994). However, an impairment of phloem transport should lead to 
decreased sugar levels in the roots, whereas the opposite was observed here. The fact that sugars accumulated 
considerably earlier in roots than in shoots also argues against this explanation and suggests instead that sugar 
accumulation in the leaves is caused by impaired sugar usage in the roots, which is followed by a buildup of sugar 
levels in the shoots. 
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Table (R9). Mineral homeostasis (%) of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets under varying 
temperatures (*). Figures of unshared characters are significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

T:Cvs Ca % root Ca% leaf Ca%  peat Mg%  root Mg% leaf Mg%  peat K%  root K% leaf K% peat 

20 Topsi 
BC 
0.72211 

C1.7221 A1.9513 C 0.4668 B 0.82754 A 0.37941 
A-C 
8.9704 

AB 7.4116 B 1.4944 

20 Famox 
F1 

BA 
0.79634 

C1.7781 A2.068 
B C 
0.49778 

B0.83884 A 0.38231 
B-D 
8.8497 

A 7.9393 AB 1.8829 

20 Corox 
F1 

A 0.85329 C1.7421 A1.8967 
A-C 
0.58436 

B0.80983 A 0.36768 AB 9.4514 AB 7.6761 AB 1.9739 

20 Altox 
F1 

A 0.8405 C1.847 A2.167 
BA 
0.61337 

B0.88506 A 0.41604 A 9.9249 A 8.1443 AB 1.6478 

12 Topsi C 0.69114 B2.1358 A1.8658 
BC 
0.55024 

A 1.07275 A 0.39681 
CD  
8.2016 

AB 7.4032 AB 2.0249 

12 Famox 
F1 

BC 
0.72966 

A2.5197 A1.868 A 0.7068 A 1.13638 A 0.37564 
B-D 
8.4877 

B 6.949 A. 2.0684 

12 Corox 
F1 

C 0.64488 A2.4469 A2.1013 
BC 
0.54815 

A 1.10862 A 0.39892 D 7.8821 AB 7.3667 AB 1.9514 

12 Altox 
F1 

C 0.66346 A2.4935 A1.9201 
BAC 
0.5782 

A 1.09614 A 0.404 CD 8.2285 AB 7.2813 AB 2.0143 

 
6. Cultivar responses to irrigation levels 
A. Iron 
Radish cultivars subjected to varying irrigation treatments (table, R10: figure, 31-33) revealed substantial 
differences among them, it seems that a sort of compromising between cultivar and irrigation levels. Therefore, 
the highest accumulated iron in roots (54.968µg g-1) was observed in Altox F1 irrigated with 0%AWC depletion. 
This value was reduced to (22.826µg g-1) in roots of Topsi irrigated by 100%AWC depletion. These results explain 
the differences among cultivar in term of iron absorption which is usually referred to the ability of each given 
cultivar to express its suitable gene to match with the rhizosphere ambient environment. Up to date there are 
many genes were discovered to be related directly and indirectly with iron furnishing for root extractions. 
Acidification can have a major impact, as a unit drop in pH increases the solubility of Fe by 1,000-fold (Guerinot 
and Yi, 1994). The ATPases responsible for proton extrusion and soil acidification under Fe deficiency have not 
yet been confirmed, but they are likely to be members of the AHA (Arabidopsis H+ ATPase) family (Palmgren, 
2001). Of the 12 family members in Arabidopsis, AHA1, AHA2 and AHA7 are the most likely candidates, as they 
are all expressed in the roots and are up regulated under Fe deficiency (Dinneny et al., 2008).  Acidification of the 
soil would also result in an increase in the solubility of Zn and Cu, by encouraging cation exchange and releasing 
the divalent metals from insoluble metal chelates with soil particles. ATPase activity also allows for the 
establishment of a negative membrane potential, along the order of –100 to –250 mV, which serves to drive cation 
uptake (Palmgren, 2001). Nutrient uptake is strongly dependent on the nutrient concentration at the root surface, 
which can often be described by Michaelis-Menten kinetics (Le Bot et al., 1994; Nye and Tinker, 1977). However, 
the kinetic parameters seem to vary with many factors (Clarkson, 1985).  De Willigen and Van Noordwijk (1987) 
showed that in the short term, uptake rates may depend on the nutrient concentration, but in the long term they 
vary little with external concentration. Boone and Veen (1994) concluded that with ample supply the actual uptake 
rate of the major nutrients is limited by the growth rate of the crop. Trace elements were varied according to the 
cultivars where the differences between cultivars were significant. Trace elements among all samples were: Mn, 
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Fe, Cu, Zn, Al, Ti, Cr, Ni, Br, Rb, Sr, Sn, Ba and La. The content of Mn, Fe, Zn, Al and Ti were higher than the 
others and the contents of Cr, Ni, Br, Rb, Sr, Sn, Ba and La were lower in Siyah than the other cultivars in both 
2004 and 2005. Finally, the values of trace elements were ranging between 0.01 mg 100 g-1 and 3.24 mg 100 g-1 
in all samples (Kaymak et al., 2010). 
  On the other hand iron accumulated in leaves of varying radish cultivars (table, R10) manifested fewer 
discrepancies with in irrigation levels as it was detected in roots. However, accumulated iron in leaves was 
apparently higher than that accumulated in roots. Notwithstanding, the highest iron content of leaves (92.124 µg 
g-1) was accompanied with Corox F1 irrigated with 33%AWC depletion, this value was reduced to (70.48  µg g-1) 
in leaves of Topsi irrigated by 66%AWC depletion. Differences among cultivars with any applied level of irrigation 
were not found; however, among irrigation levels varying cultivar responses were obvious. Thus, watering is 
dominated the coalitions. Drought adversity imposed on plant performance are numerous and intermingled, 
however, in food productions usually concentrated on photosynthesis. The plant response to water deficit is 
articulated in a complex network of morphological, physiological and molecular changes. As plant relative water 
content decreases, plant growth is slowed and stomata closure occurs which is paralleled by a decreased 
photosynthetic rate (Lawlor, 2002). These physiological changes occurring during the plant's response to water 
stress have been correlated with the rapid translocation of ABA in the transpiration stream and the increase in 
ABA concentration in plant organs (Zeevaart and Creelman, 1988). In tomato, four genes were identified and 
characterized that require an increase in ABA content for expression during water deficit stress (Bray et al., 1999; 
Cohen and Bray, 1990). One of these genes, le20, encodes a protein with the domains of H1 histone, thus it was 
renamed his1-s. This gene is expressed at the mRNA and protein levels in response to prolonged water deficit 
stress (Kahn et al., 1993; Scippa et al., 2000). The mechanism of gene induction is at the post-transcriptional level 
(Cohen et al., 1999). Variations of iron left in peat moss (table, R10) were reflected the depleted iron in both roots 
and leaves of each given treatment. Therefore, higher iron absorption by radish left lower iron content in peat 
moss and vice versa.   

   

    
B. Copper 
Root content of copper for varying cultivars and irrigation levels (table, R10: figure, 34-36) showed that under 
adequate watering namely 0 and 33% AWC depletion insignificant differences were detected among cultivars in 
term of copper content of roots. However, when radish experienced drought at 66% AWC depletion Famox F1 
showed superiority over other cultivars, whereas at100% AWC depletion the superiority was shifted to Altox F1at 
100% AWC depletion, Topsi radish cultivar was inferior as it gave the lowest copper content of root (1.6964µg g-

1). It seems that drought was very effective in reducing copper absorption and distributions, and subsequently, 
cultivar responses were varied. These results explained the reaction of drought on cell metabolisms and how 
would be opposed by through gene expressions of given cultivars to avoid its adversity. Drought tolerance is 
loosely defined as the ability of plants to withstand water deficit while maintaining appropriate physiological 
activities. Nonetheless, it should be noted that plant drought tolerance is a very complex trait and that plants may 
have as many ways to respond to the signal as the number of attributes embedded in drought stress (Xiong and 
Ishitani, 2006). To distinguish different plant responses to drought stress, researchers sometimes divide drought 
adaptation into several categories (Levitt, 1980), such as drought escape (shortening life cycle), drought 
avoidance (growing deeper roots, depositing leaf wax, and closing stomata), and drought tolerance (production 
of osmolytes, antioxidants, and other stress-relieving agents). These aspects required genes for reduction and 
oxidation minerals and porters capable to operate under drought conditions in order to keep at least responsible 
compromise to sustain cell survivals. It was postulated that once mineral freed from their insoluble chleated 
metals, the transition metals are more accessible for uptake. However, the transporters in many plants have a 
specific affinity for a particular oxidation state of each metal. Many plants address this problem by using a 
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reduction-based strategy for metal uptake. Whereas Zn is always found in the +2 oxidation state under 
physiologically relevant conditions, both Fe and Cu need to be reduced for uptake by their respective transporters, 
IRT1 and COPT1 (Puig et al., 2007). For example, Fe is transported into the cell in the divalent form, despite 
being present in the soil primarily in the trivalent form. To accommodate this, Fe3+  is reduced to Fe2+ by the ferric 
chelated reductase FRO2, which transports electrons from NADH bound to cytoplasmic binding sites across the 
membrane via heme to reduce Fe3+ (Robinson et al., 1999). Consistent with this role, FRO2 is expressed in the 
plasma membrane and shows increased accumulation and activity under Fe deficiency (Robinson et al., 1999; 
Connolly et al., 2003). When induced by Fe deficiency, FRO2 is also able to reduce Cu, but FRO2 expression is 
not up regulated under Cu deficiency. 
 The highest copper content of leaves of varying cultivars were confined to 0%AWC depletion then reduced 
at 33% AWC and 100%AWC depletion. However, increases were observed at moderately water stressed radish 
regardless to cultivars (table, R10). Significant differences were not detected among cultivars of any given 
watering levels which explained the dominance of irrigation over cultivar responses. Increasing copper 
transportation to leaves at 66%AWC depletion can be due to the plant defense system to counter the negative 
impact of drought and when drought episode lasted to wilting 100%AWC depletion, radish plants lost their drought 
avoidance capabilities owing the destruction of cellular membranes and their enzymes. There is evidence 
indicating that dehydrins from Arabidopsis, Craterostigma, and Citrus prevent the inactivation of enzymes induced 
by partial dehydration in vitro. It is predicted that the K-segments may form amphipathic α-helices similar in 
structure to the lipid binding class A2 amphipathic α-helical region found in apolipoproteins and α-synucleins 
associated with membranes (Segrest et al., 1992). This observation raised the hypothesis that one of the roles of 
the group 2 LEA proteins may be related to an interaction with hydrophobic surfaces present in membranes and/or 
partially denatured proteins. While maize (Zea mays) DHN1 dehydrin is able to bind in vitro to lipid vesicles 
containing acidic phospholipids, there is no direct evidence for membrane binding through lipid-protein interactions 
in solution, nor for such a function in planta (Koag et al., 2003).
 

   
 

Table (R10). Mineral homeostasis (µg.g-1) of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets under varying 
irrigation levels (*). Figures of unshared characters are significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

Irrig:Cvs Fe  Root Fe  Leaf Fe Peat Cu  Root  Cu  Leaf Cu  Peat 

Fc Topsi E-G 32.9 A-C 80.046 D-E 764.68 BC 1.9747 A 4.7505 A-C 25.558 

Fc Famox F1 C-E 39.797 A-C 81.618 D-F 704.94 BC 2.3352 A B 4.2376 A-C 25.874 

Fc Corox F1 D-F 37.898 AB 86.483 D-F 691.62 BC 2.1693 A 4.5666 A-C 27.276 

Fc Altox F1 A 54.968 A 91.994 D-F 698.71 A-C 2.7945 A 4.5399 A-C 27.532 

33% Topsi FG 31.804 AB 85.084 F 621.82 C 1.6081 G 1.2376 A-C 24.81 

33% Famox F1 C-E 39.698 A 89.873 C-F 734.09 BC 1.953 E-G 1.8243 A-C 27.321 

33% Corox F1 BC 45.596 A 92.124 CD 797.64 BC 2.4716 E-G 1.6602 A-C 28.911 

33 % Altox F1 B 47.625 A 89.224 BC 834.3 C 1.5875 D-G 1.9319 AB 30.492 

66% Topsi H 23.251 C 70.48 C-E 780.66 BC 2.3058 C-F 2.6367 A-C 24.785 

66% Famox F1 E-G 33.302 AB 83.668 B 926.17 A 4.5139 C-E 2.7991 A-C 27.674 

66% Corox F1 B-D 41.412 A 91.005 A 1104.55 BC 2.1544 BC 3.2103 AB 29.708 

66% Altox F1 B-D 43.871 A 92.384 A 1178.06 BC 2.0056 CD 3.0605 A 31.65 

Wilt Topsi H 22.826 BC 74.653 F 626.85 C 1.6964 C-F 2.4739 C 21.232 

Wilt Famox F1 GH 26.924 BC 75.936 EF 666.38 BC 2.0239 FG 1.5205 BC 23.734 

Wilt Corox F1 FG 30.986 BC 74.943 C-F 722.3 A-C 2.6691 FG 1.4979 C 21.788 

Wilt Altox F1 GH 27.853 A-C 80.979 C-E 780.46 AB 3.9303 E-G 1.6522 A 31.717 
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C. Calcium 
Only one significant difference was detected between Topsi irrigated with 0%AWC (0.65663%) and Corox F1 
irrigated with same level (2.49%) in term of calcium content of radish storage roots (table, R11). In well irrigated 
radish 0% AWC depletion no significant differences were observed among cultivars (table, R11: figure, 37-39). At 
33% AWC apparent difference was observed between Altox F1 (2.231%) and Topsi (1.741%), while at 66%AWC 
all cultivars significantly exceeded Topsi. Insignificant differences between cultivars were observed at 100%AWC 
in calcium content of radish leaves. It appeared that the lowest calcium content of radish leaves were confined to 
severe drought 100%AWC owing to the severe dehydration that occurred in these treatment no matter what the 
cultivar was. Crowe et al (1983) have shown that, in vitro, drying and rehydration of the model membrane 
sarcoplasmic reticulum usually results in the fusion of vesicles and loss of the ability to transport calcium. However, 
when the sugar trehalose was present at concentrations equivalent to those in desiccation tolerant organisms, 
functional vesicles were preserved. Many other studies show that sugars can protect membranes in vitro (Crowe 
et al., 1992); it is suggested that sugars alter physical properties of dry membranes so that they resemble those 
of fully hydrated biomolecules.
 

   

 
D. Magnesium 
The only significant difference found in all magnesium content of both roots and leaves (table, R11: figure, 40-42) 
was between Famox irrigated with 33%AWC (0.769%) and Topsi irrigated with 66% (0.5081) owing to Topsi 
inferiority in response to irrigation levels.
 

   

 
E. Potassium 
The obtained results (table, R11: figure, 43-45) showed insignificant differences were found among cultivars in 
each of applied irrigation level in terms of potassium content of radish storage roots, however, under severe 
drought 100% AWC root accumulated potassium were substantially reduced in all cultivars as compared to that 
of other irrigation levels. On the other hand, the highest potassium content of leaves was detected in radish 
experienced water stress particularly severe stress 100%AWC. These results confirmed the tendencies of water 
stressed radish to shift the potassium from roots to leaves to furnish well preformed cytoplasmic osmosis to reduce 
moisture loss from internal tissues besides sustaining acceptable cell metabolism, in terms of reducing the 
synthesis of hydrolysis enzymes. It was found that decreases in grain yield resulting from restricted irrigation could 
be greatly eliminated by increasing K supply (Abd El-Hadi et al., 1997). It can be concluded that improvement in 
K nutritional status of plants seems to be of great importance for sustaining high yields under rain fed conditions. 
The helpful possible mechanisms in minimizing detrimental effects of drought by improving water use efficiency 
in crop plants with K nutrition (Waraich et al., 2011a).  Several studies confirmed the activities of hydrolysis 
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enzymes in potassium deficient plants. Amino acid accumulation under K deficiency was reported for tobacco 
Nicotiana tabacum (Koch and Mengel, 1974), rice Oryza sativa (Mengel et al., 1976) and barley (Helal and 
Mengel, 1979). There is little information on concentrations of individual amino acids in K-deficient crops, but our 
results agree with those from rice seedlings (Yamashita and Fujiwara, 1967), which showed higher Glutamine 
(Gln) and lower Glutamic acid (Glu) and aspartic acid (Asp) concentrations in K-deficient plants. Therefore, it 
appears that Arabidopsis is a good model system for characterizing the effects of K deficiency on primary 
metabolism in plants.
  

   
    
Table (R11). Mineral homeostasis (%) of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets under varying irrigation levels (*). 
Figures of unshared characters are significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

Irrig: Cvs Ca % root Ca% leaf Ca%  peat Mg% root Mg%  leaf Mg%  peat K%  root K% leaf K%  peat 

Fc Topsi B 0.65663 A2.5146 A2.0475 B0.5263 A0.92105 A0.40747 AB9.2942 GH6.1635 DE1.2773 

Fc Famox F1 AB 0.77568 A2.49 A1.9338 B0.55062 A0.95319 A0.36449 AB9.2744 F-H6.3501 D1.7215 

Fc Corox F1 AB 0.73508 A2.5049 A1.9704 B0.52225 A0.94039 A0.37815 A-C8.9278 H 5.8803 DE1.2386 

Fc Altox F1 AB 0.77791 AB2.4101 A2.0196 B0.53135 A0.93769 A0.39028 AB9.0856 E-H6.4179 E0.6449 

33% Topsi AB 0.72093 DE1.7418 A1.841 B0.50134 A0.97191 A0.39691 A-C8.7319 B-D7.7124 DC1.953 

33% Famox 
F1 

A 0.8123 B-D2.0661 A1.9758 A 0.769 A0.96062 A0.40572 A-C8.9329 D-F7.2406 DC1.819 

33% Corox F1 AB 0.76135 CD2.0251 A1.9695 AB0.60906 A0.95877 A0.39697 A9.4249 D-F7.3355 DC1.8042 

33 % Altox F1 AB 0.78733 A-C2.231 A1.8603 AB0.62204 A1.04091 A0.37292 A9.8346 B-E7.5862 DC1.8795 

66% Topsi AB 0.73993 E1.5514 A1.8616 B 0.508 A0.91773 A0.37736 A-C8.7965 D-H7.0065 DC1.9662 

66% Famox 
F1 

AB 0.76413 B-D2.0713 A1.8954 AB 0.59924 A1.01654 A0.37584 AB9.2549 C-F7.5153 BC2.5347 

66% Corox F1 AB 0.781 B-D2.0837 A1.8176 AB 0.61643 A0.99908 A0.39224 A9.4523 A-D8.1034 A3.3557 

66% Altox F1 AB0.74374 B-D2.1758 A1.9362 AB 0.67739 A1.00817 A0.42363 A9.6409 A-D7.8984 BA2.793 

Wilt Topsi AB 0.709 C-E1.9078 A1.8843 B 0.49844 A0.98988 A0.37071 CD7.5215 AB8.7473 DC1.8422 

Wilt Famox F1 AB 0.6989 CD1.9682 A2.067 B 0.49029 A1.02008 A0.36985 D7.2126 A-C8.6705 DC1.8274 

Wilt Corox F1 AB 0.7189 DE1.7644 A2.2385 B 0.51727 A0.93867 A0.36584 D6.8618 AB8.7663 D1.4521 

Wilt Altox F1 AB 0.69894 C-E1.8642 A2.358 B 0.55235 A0.97563 A0.45326 B-D7.7456 A 8.9486 DC2.0069 

 
7. Cultivar responses to varying temperatures and irrigation levels 
A. Iron 
The obtained results (table, R12) revealed that the highest iron content of roots was concomitant with Altox F1 
grown at 20oC and irrigated with 0%AWC depletion (60.025µg g-1). Whereas, the lowest iron content of roots was 
found in Topsi grown at 20oC and irrigated with 100%AWC depletion (13.588µg g-1). On the other hand, the 
highest leaves content of iron  (102.273µg g-1) found in Corox F1 grown ay 12oC and irrigated by 33%AWC 
depletion and the lowest (60.985 µg g-1) was found in Corox F1 grown at 12oC and irrigated with 100%AWC 
depletion. Reductions in iron content of both roots and leaves can be attributed mainly to water stress, cultivar 
responses and to a lesser extent to temperatures. It seems that under well irrigated circumstances radish 
absorption and partitioning were well performed; however, when radish underwent stress operating absorption 
and partitioning were disturbed. These results explain the interruption of genome expression and related enzymes 
that related to iron utilization. Transport of metals into the symplast of the epidermis is carried out via members of 
several transporter families. Fe is taken up primarily through the high-affinity transporter IRT1 (Eide et al., 1996; 
Vert et al., 2002). This essential member of the ZIP (ZRT, IRT-like proteins) metal transporter family localizes to 
the plasma membrane of the root epidermis and is required for seedling survival (Vert et al., 2002; Henriques et 
al., 2002). The lethal phenotype of irt1 mutants can be rescued by addition of exogenous Fe, which indicates that 
its primary role is in uptake of Fe (Vert et al., 2002; Varotto et al., 2002). Like FRO2, IRT1 has been found to be 
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up regulated in response to Fe deficiency, and substantial protein accumulation occurs only under Fe deficiency 
(Connolly et al., 2002), which suggests both transcriptional and post-translational control. The mechanism for the 
post-translational regulation has recently been elucidated; IRT1 has been shown to be ubiquitinated at specific 
lysine residues, which leads to proteasome mediated degradation (Kerkeb et al., 2008). 
B. Copper    
The obtained results (table, R12) showed that the highest accumulated copper in roots (6.448µg g-1) was confined 
to Famox F1 grown under 12oC and irrigated with 66%AWC. Whereas, the lowest (0.991µg g-1) was found in Altox 
F1 roots grown at 12oC and irrigated with 33% AWC depletion. However, the highest copper content of leaves 
(6.4475 µg g-1) was observed in Corox F1 grown under 12oC and irrigated with 0% AWC depletion and the lowest 
(0.082 µg g-1) was confined to Altox F1 grown at 20oC and irrigated by 100%AWC depletion. It can be inferred 
from these results that 12oC is preferred for copper absorption and transporting among cell components, 
particularly mitochondria and chloroplast. Altox F1 cultivar was more sensitive to copper than other investigated 
radish cultivars. Irrigation levels manifested little contribution in copper absorption and in general radish required 
small amount of copper to accommodate mitochondria functioning. Fe and Cu must also be transported into the 
mitochondria to function in the respiratory electron transport chain and in synthesis of Fe-S clusters. As with the 
chloroplast, the mitochondrial transporters for these metals have not yet been identified. While no importer has 
been found, STA1/AtATM3, an ABC transporter orthologous to the yeast ATM1p, has been implicated in the 
export of Fe-S clusters and can rescue yeast atm1 mutants (Kushnir et al., 2002). Though the other two ATM 
proteins in Arabidopsis, ATM1 and ATM2, also localize to the mitochondria, they are not able to rescue the mutant 
and most likely do not play a role in Fe-S cluster export in plants (Chen et al., 2007). Little more is known for Cu 
transport. The Cu chaperone Cox17 has been implicated in Cu delivery within the mitochondria (Maxfield et al., 
2004), but no transporter has been identified yet. Zn is most likely transported by a ZIP that localizes to the 
mitochondria, but as of yet no ZIP transporters have been assigned this function. 
    
Table (R12). Table (R6). Mineral homeostasis (µg.g-1) of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets under varying 
temperatures and irrigation levels. (*). Figures of unshared characters are significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

T:Irrig:Cvs Fe  Root Fe  Leaf Fe Peat Cu   Root  Cu  Leaf Cu Peat 

20Fc T J-M 26.495 F-H 74.962 D-H 743.09 C 1.761 D-H 2.4611 A-C 28.491 

20 Fc F C-I 41.191 D-H 78.13 D-F 751.34 BC 3.606 E-H 2.288 A-C 28.253 

20 Fc C C-F 44.371 C-G 83.492 D-F 751.12 BC 2.733 C-F 2.6875 AB 29.752 

20 Fc A A 60.025 A-G 83.991 D-F 793.54 BAC 3.859 C-F 2.7157 AB 30.866 

20 33 T C-G 43.211 E-H 73.035 E-J 683.31 C 2.407 G-K 1.7221 A-D 25.312 

20 33 F CD 47.357 D-H 77.538 D-J 703.73 BC 2.893 C-E 2.8871 A-C 28.631 

20 33 C AB 57.835 B-G 81.975 D-F 811.48 BC 3.577 E-H 2.3524 A-D 27.143 

20 33A AB 59.209 C-E 80.371 D-G 785.84 C  2.184 B-E 2.978 AB 32.677 

2066 T K-M 24.31 E-G 72.808 CD 876.27 BC3.306 E-H 2.1855 B-D 22.816 

20 66 F G-K 33.014 A-F 86.571 B 1123.83 C 2.58 D-F 2.5754 A-D 27.396 

20 66 C C-I 40.488 A-E 87.853 A 1499.87 C 2.646 E-I 2.0781 A-C 28.6 

20 66 A C-E 46.571 A-C 96.738 A 1589.19 C 2.269 E-J 1.8915 AB 32.35 

20 wilt T N 13.588 HG 65.614 D-H 729.12 C1.946 JK 0.282 CD 17.673 

20 wilt F MN 16.379 E-H 71.068 C-E 867.78 C1.885 JK 0.1945 CD 21.439 

20 wilt C L-N 22.368 H 60.985 CD 876.77 C1.663 I-K 0.4446 D 16.621 

20 wilt A K-M 24.362 E-H 73.18 BC 1011.25 C2.207 K 0.082 A 35.183 

12 Fc T C-I 39.306 A-E 85.131 D-G 786.28 C2.188 A 7.0399 B-D 22.625 

12 Fc F D-I 38.402 A-E 85.106 F-J 658.53 C1.065 A 6.1871 B-D 23.495 

12 Fc C H-L 31.425 A-E 89.473 F-K 632.11 C 1.606 A 6.4457 A-D 24.799 

12 Fc A BC 49.91 AB 99.997 G-K 603.87 C 1.73 A 6.364 A-D 24.198 

1233 T MN 20.397 A-C 97.134 I-K 560.32 C 0.809 I-K 0.7531 A-D 24.308 

12 33 F H-L 32.039 A 102.208 D-F 764.45 C 1.013 I-K 0.7614 A-D 26.011 

1233 C G-K 33.357 A 102.273 E-G 783.81 C 1.366 F-K 0.968 AB 30.678 

12 33A E-J 36.041 A-C 98.077 CD 882.76 C 0.991 G-K 0.8858 A-C 28.308 

12 66 T L-N 22.193 F-H 68.153 E-J 685.05 C1.305 B-E 3.0879 A-D 26.755 

12 66 F F-K 33.589 C-G 80.765 D-H 728.51 A 6.448 B-E 3.0228 A-C 27.953 

12 66 C C-G 42.337 A-D 94.157 D-H 709.22 C 1.663 BC 4.3425 AB 30.816 

12 66 A C-I 41.17 A-E 88.03 D-G 766.92 C 1.742 B-D 4.2295 AB 30.951 

12 wilt T H-L 32.063 B-E 83.692 JK 524.58 C 1.447 B 4.6658 A-D 24.79 

12 wilt F D-I 37.47 C-F 80.805 K 464.97 C 2.163 C-E 2.8464 A-D 26.029 

12 wilt C C-H 39.605 A-E 88.9 I-K 567.84 BC 3.675 D-G 2.5512 A-D 26.956 

12 wilt A I-K 31.345 A-E 88.779 I-K 549.66 BA 5.654 B-E 3.2225 A-C 28.252 
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C. Calcium 
The obtained results (table, R13) exhibited that the highest Calcium content of roots (0.9416%) was found in 
Corox F1 grown under 20oC and irrigated with 66% AWC depletion. Whereas, the lowest (0.55497%) was 
detected in Topsi grown under 20oC and irrigated by 0%AWC depletion. However, the highest calcium content of 
leaves (2.7979%) was observed in Altox F1 grown at 12oC and irrigated with0% AWC depletion. The lowest 
calcium content of leaves (1.3434%) was found in Topsi grown at 20oC and irrigated with 66%AWC depletion. 
These results revealed that high calcium amount was shifted from roots to leaves under adequate irrigation. 
Moreover, higher calcium absorption was confined to well irrigate radish plants. Topsi was the worst cultivar as 
compared to others since it showed the lowest content of calcium in both roots and leaves. Similar results were 
reported by Hedge (1978). Radish required Calcium for mitigating the adverse effects of water stress particularly, 
moderate drought 66%AWC depletion. Urao et al. (1994) found that protein phosphorylation and 
dephosphorylation (via kinases and phosphorylases, respectively) are major mechanisms of signal integration in 
eukaryotic cells. Two A. thaliana genes encoding calcium dependent kinases are induced by dehydration, which 
suggests that they may participate in   phosphorylation processes occurring in response to drought. Aserine 
threonine type protein kinase has also been isolated from wheat and shows accumulation in ABA-treated embryos 
and in dehydrated shoots. However, the phosphorylation targets of these kinases are not yet known, and their 
exact roles are obscure (Anderberg et al., 1992). 
D. Magnesium   
The highest accumulated Magnesium in radish roots ((1.0439%) was observed in Famox F1 grown under 12oC 
and irrigated with 33%AWC depletion which was reduced to (0.3997%) in Topsi roots grown at 20oC and irrigated 
with 0%AWC depletion. On the other hand, the highest leaf content of Magnesium (1.19926%) was confined to 
Famox F1 grown at 12oC and irrigated with 66% AWC depletion which was also reduced to (0.79391%) in Topsi 
leaves grown at 20oC and irrigated with 33% AWC depletion (table, R13). Accumulated Mg appeared to be 
manipulated by varying cultivar responses and irrigation levels where Famox F1 was the paramount under 
adequate and moderate irrigation regardless to temperatures; however it showed the lowest at wilting level. Close 
results was reported by Hedge (1978) He found that Ca or Mg concentrations in leaves and roots of radish had 
an average, leaves and roots contained 4.36 and 0.82% Ca and 0.74 and 0.42% Mg, respectively. Difference in 
Ca and Mg uptake followed changes in dry matter production. Severe water stress adversely affects chlorophyll 
contents by either reducing Mg availability or destruction of synthesized chlorophyll. Yazdanpanah et al. (2011) 
found that the greatest amount of sugar is related to the plants which are placed under severe drought stress 
(irrigation equal to 1/3 field capacity), with 1 mM salicylic acid (D2S0A1) and was also performed using the 1st 
level of drought stress (1/3 field capacity) with 1 mM salicylic and ascorbic acids (D1S1A1). The obtained results 
indicated that drought stress was associated with the sugar amount, and if the level of drought went up, the 
amount of sugar decreased. This reduction was mainly due to the effect of drought stress on the amount of 
chlorophyll and photosynthesis. 
E. Potassium 
The highest potassium accumulation (10.7932%) in storage roots of radish (table, R13) was found in Altox F1 
grown under 20oC and irrigated with 3333% AWC depletion, while the lowest (6.2184%) was confined to the Altox 
F1 grown under 12oC  and irrigated with 100%AWC depletion. On the other hand, the highest leaf potassium 
content (9.677%) was detected in Topsi grown at 12oC and irrigated with 100% AWC depletion and the lowest 
(5.0145%) was observed in leaves of Altox F1 grown at 12oC and irrigated with 0% AWC depletion. These results 
suggested that when radish plants suffer water stress it commenced to shift most of its root content of potassium 
to the leaves where the most drought susceptible cultivar commenced transporting earlier as Topsi. Since, 
potassium is required for stomata manipulation it would be of high significance for drought tolerance. It is known 
that of metal ions (paramagnetic ions) play a significant role in the binding of water in plants. K plays a critical role 
in the stomata activity and water relation of plants. The availability of K+ to the plant decreases with decreasing 
soil water content, due to the decreasing mobility of K+ under these conditions. The capacity of plants to maintain 
high concentrations of K in their tissues seems to be useful trait to take into account in breeding genotypes for 
high tolerance to drought stress (Marchner, 1995; Mengel and Kirkby, 2001). 
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Table (R13). Mineral homeostasis (%) of four radish cultivars grown in controlled cabinets under varying temperatures and 
irrigation levels (*). Figures of unshared characters are significant at 0.05, Duncan. 

T/Ir/Cv 
Inter. 

Ca % root Ca% leaf Ca% peat Mg% root Mg% leaf Mg% peat K% root K% leaf K% peat 

20Fc T 
A-H 
0.75828 

A-H 2.3082 B 2.0127 CB 0.4949 
D-F 
0.87144 

BC 0.40811 A-C 9.7148 D-I 6.8279 C-F 2.2079 

20 Fc F 
A-D 
0.84848 

A-H 2.2547 B 1.937 CB 0.5221 
D-F 
0.84784 

BC 0.36387 A-E 9.2204 D-I 7.1484 B-D 2.4596 

20 Fc C 
A-C 
0.87123 

A-H 2.3537 B 1.9444 CB 0.5926 EF 0.80919 BC 0.35418 AB 10.431 G-J 6.2235 C-G 2.0012 

20 Fc A 
A-D 
0.83924 

E-L 2.0224 B 2.1048 CB 0.513 EF 0.8079 BC 0.37519 A-D 9.3822 B-G 7.8213 G-J 1.0969 

20 33 T 
A-H 
0.74204 

K-N 1.5997 B 2.0104 CB 0.4861 F 0.79391 BC 0.38643 A-C 9.6946 B-G 7.6819 E-H 1.3998 

20 33 F 
A-D 
0.85096 

J-N 1.6283 B 1.9471 CB 0.4941 F 0.80373 BC 0.36819 A-E 8.5095 A-F 8.1548 C-F 2.2963 

20 33 C 
A-D 
0.84433 

J-N 1.6352 B 1.8123 CB 0.5638 
D-F 
0.84418 

BC 0.33247 A-C 9.7376 A-G 7.9484 E-H 1.7008 

20 33A AB 0.91155 F-L 1.9759 B 1.7424 CB 0.666 
A-E 
1.00194 

C 0.32029 A 10.7932 A-E 8.2004 B-D 2.4183 

2066 T 
B-H 
0.71163 

N 1.3434 B 1.9114 CB 0.4492 
D-F 
0.82529 

BC 0.36534 A-E 9.0061 C-H 7.3196 E-H 1.7085 

20 66 F 
A-D 
0.82674 

L-N 1.5595 B 2.0564 CB 0.5751 
D-F 
0.83383 

BC 0.39142 AB 10.2247 A-F 8.153 C-F 2.209 

20 66 C A 0.9416 L-N 1.535 B 1.7978 CB 0.6632 EF 0.80947 BC 0.3947 AB 10.3732 A-E 8.4697 A 3.754 

20 66 A A-F 0.80107 H-N 1.8062 B 1.8864 B 0.705 
C-F 
0.88043 

BC 0.41157 AB 10.2512 A-G 7.9178 B-E  2.5006 

20 wilt T 
C-H 
0.67648 

J-N 1.6371 B 1.8709 CB 0.437 D-F 0.8195 BC 0.35777 C-G 7.4662 B-G 7.8169 H-J 0.6615 

20 wilt F 
D-H 
0.65918 

J-N 1.6699 BA 2.3317 C  0.3997 
D-F 
0.86995 

BC 0.40576 C-G 7.4439 A-E 8.3011 IJ 0.5665 

20 wilt C 
A-H 
0.75599 

MN 1.4446 B 2.0322 CB 0.5178 F  0.7765 BC 0.38937 D-G 7.2636 A-G 8.0628 IJ 0.4397 

20 wilt A 
A-D 
0.81013 

K-N 1.5836 A 2.9342 CB 0.5695 
D-F 
0.84996 

A 0.55712 A-E 9.2729 A-D 8.6376 IJ 0.5756 

12 Fc T H 0.55497 AB 2.7211 B 2.0822 CB 0.5577 
B-E 
0.97066 

BC 0.40684 A-E 8.8737 IJ 5.4991 IJ 0.3467 

12 Fc F 
C-H 
0.70289 

AB 2.7253 B 1.9307 CB 0.5791 
A-C 
1.05853 

BC 0.36511 A-E 9.3284 H-J 5.5519 G-J 0.9833 

12 Fc C 
F-H 
0.59893 

A-C 2.656 B 1.9963 CB 0.4519 AB 1.07159 BC 0.40211 C-F 7.4247 H-J 5.5371 IJ 0.476 

12 Fc A 
B-H 
0.71658 

A  2.7979 B 1.9344 CB 0.5498 AB 1.06748 BC 0.40536 A-D 8.789 J 5.0145 J 0.1929 

1233 T 
C-H 
0.69981 

G-N 1.884 B 1.6717 CB 0.5166 AB 1.14992 BC 0.40739 C-E 7.7692 B-G 7.7428 B-E 2.5063 

12 33 F 
A-E 
0.77561 

A-E 2.5039 B 2.0045 A 1.0439 AB 1.11751 BAC 0.4433 A-D 9.3562 G-J 6.3264 F-I 1.3416 

1233 C 
C-H 
0.67837 

A-F 2.415 B 2.1267 CB 0.6543 AB 1.07337 BA 0.46146 A-E 9.1122 E-J 6.7226 E-F 1.9075 

12 33A 
D-H 
0.66312 

A-F 2.4861 B1.9782 CB 0.5781 AB 1.07988 BC 0.42555 A-D 8.876 D-I 6.972 F-I 1.3406 

12 66 T 
A-E 
0.76823 

J-N 1.7594 B1.8117 CB 0.5668 
A-D 
1.01017 

BC 0.38939 A-F 8.5868 E-J 6.6934 C-F 2.2239 

12 66 F 
C-H 
0.70152 

A-E2.5831 B1.7344 CB 0.6234 A 1.19926 BC 0.36026 B-G 8.285 D-I 6.8776 A-D 2.8604 

12 66 C E-H 0.6204 A-D  2.6324 B1.8374 CB 0.5697 A 1.1887 BC 0.38979 A-F 8.5314 B-G 7.7371 A-D 2.9574 

12 66 A C-H 0.6864 A-E 2.5454 B 1.9859 CB 0.6498 AB 1.13591 BC 0.43568 A-E 9.0305 A-G 7.879 A-C 3.0855 

12 wilt T 
A-H 
0.74152 

B-J 2.1786 B 1.8978 CB 0.5599 AB 1.16026 BC 0.38364 C-F 7.5768 A 9.6777 A-D 3.0228 

12 wilt F 
A-H 
0.73862 

A-I 2.2666 B 1.8024 CB 0.5808 A 1.17022 BC 0.33395 E-G 6.9813 A-C 9.04 A-C 3.0883 
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12 wilt C 
C-H 
0.68181 

D-L 2.0842 BA 2.4449 CB 0.5167 AB 1.10084 BC 0.34231 FG 6.4601 AB 9.4698 C-E 2.4646 

12 wilt A GH 0.58776 C-K 2.1447 B 1.7818 CB 0.5352 AB 1.1013 BC 0.34939 G 6.2184 AB 9.2596 AB 3.4383 

 
8. Mineral input: output 
The mineral input (table, R14) for each of the five investigated minerals was the sum of a given mineral 
concentration in peat moss at sowing,  irrigation water, applied fertilizer  that was supplied to one plants through 
its dry peat moss allocation (5.4749732831g). Whereas the output was calculated from the sum content of any 
given mineral left in peat moss at harvesting, accumulated in storage roots and accumulated in radish leaves. 
Differences between input and output ( Δ) can be referred to dead leaves which was not included in the analysis, 
tap roots and to residues on trays and on black polyethylene that was used for block separation to prevent water 
seepage among treatments. It is worthy to mention that determination of these mineral in peat moss at sowing 
and at harvesting include both available and unavailable element with no discrimination. Therefore, it is difficult to 
speculate deficiency and or excessive mineral for instance peat moss content of iron at sowing (25272.14 
µg/plant) and the accumulated in roots and leaves was very low (256.85 µg/plant), however, iron deficiency was 
noticed in some plants. Therefore, nutrient availabilities should be determined before sowing in order to approach 
reality. Since, manufacturing label exhibiting wide availability ranges for each mineral which cannot be adopted.
   
Table ( R14): Input and output of some minerals in radish grown in controlled cabinet under varying temperatures and irrigation levels 
(µg/plant) 

Mineral Water Fertilizer peat at sowing Peat at harvest leaves root To/p in put out put Δ 

Fe 7.7 144.47 25272.14 9794.69 119.87 136.98 256.85 25424.31 10051.54 15372.77 

Cu 5.77 21.68 873.73 333.43 4.14 9.01 13.15 901.18 346.58 554.6 

Ca 16932.25 0 765552.06 245591.74 29839.85 28029.91 57869.75 782484.31 303461.5 479022.81 

Mg 2308.94 21680.22 166219.18 104508.24 13905.12 8129.54 22034.66 190208.34 126542.9 63665.44 

K 711.92 542005.42 166219.18 233494.32 107610.84 330225.21 437836.05 708936.52 671330.37 37606.15 

 
9. Conclusion Remarks 
a. Radish highly accumulated iron in leaves rather than roots, particularly at 12oC and iron accumulation was reduced 
when plants suffer water shortages. 
b. Radish required lesser amount of copper in both roots and leaves under both temperatures. Drought had a little 
effect on copper accumulation. 
c. Radish at 20oC tended to accumulate Ca in roots, however, at 12oC leaves was preferred. Adequate irrigation is 
favourable for Ca accumulation. 
d. Radish accumulates Mg more in leaves than roots, particularly under adequate irrigation regardless what 
temperature was. However, Mg accumulation was highly reduced in plants underwent water stress. 
e- Radish required high amount of K, particularly in leaves, these high amount of K in leaves was increased 
significantly under severe drought on the account of K content of roots 
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